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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The Young Presidents' Organization (YPO) was awarded a grant by A.I.D./PRE 
in September 1982. The purpose of the grant was to fund a pilot activity 
to bring together groups of key entrepreneurs in selected developing 
countries to give them the opportunity to benefit from the experience of 
proven U.S. experts in 
new, start-up business ventures. In fulfillment of
 
the grant, the YPO was to conduct seminars, lectures, roundtable discus
sions and factory site visits related to entrepreneurial problem solving 
in the selected countries. 

This study of the activities conducted by the YPO under the grant was 
carried out by Checchi and Company from October 1986 through February 
1987. 
 The study was to assess whether the YPO achieved the principal 
objectives of the grant regarding entrepreneurial and educational activi
ties, and to assess the YPO's management of the project tasks. In addi
tion, the study was to assess cross-cutting evaluation issues of sustain
ability, women in development and impact on environment.
 

The evaluators visited three countries where the YPO presented programs -
Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Jamaica 
- to interview host-country nationals and 
USAID staff who had been involved. The evaluators also reviewed pertinent
 
file data provided by A.I.D./Washington and 
USAID Missions. Interviews
 
were also conducted with cognizant A.I.D. officers, YPO members and YPO 
staff who had participated in the grant activity.
 

There were two parts to each YPO country program: Phase I, a planning 
visit; and Phase II, an implementation visit. The planning visits to the
 
target countries were almost all 
well handled and produced high expecta
tions for the follow-on implementation sessions. 
For various reasons, the
 
necessary preparatory work before implementing the learning/idea exchange 
sessions with host-country entrepreneurs was not effective. 
 As a result,
 
the team members often did not meet the expectations of their audience nor 
did they reach a large segment of potential participants. Most of this 
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shortfall could be attributed to the lack of time available to a team 
leader for administrative details, and to the fact that the YPO staff was 
heavily occupied with ,nember service programs, leaving very little time
 
for this activity. In each country visited by the evaluators, USAID
 
Mission staf, were called upon to fill gaps 
 in project management and 
logistics, which they did energetically and well.
 

Small seminars on 
specific subjects, roundtable discussions and informal
 
one-on-one meetings between 
YPO team members and indigenous participants
 
were quite successful. The more formal 
case studies were regarded by
 
host-country participants representingas an interesting approach to 
enterprise development but lacking specific relevance to their business
 

problems.
 

The YPO members and staff who worked on this 
grant showed considerable
 
talent and energy. Some useful YPO advice was reported by host-country
 
entrepreneurs in 
 each country the evaluators visited. In a few cases, 
joint business ventures between YPO members and host-country entrepreneurs
 
were undertaken. New YPO Chapters were established in Kenya and Jamaica,
 
and business contacts were made which could result in future enterprise 
development. As a side benefit of the YPO program, the study cites 
instances in which the YPO provided quick, helpful advice and benefit to 
USAID Missions during 
its country program planning and implementation
 

visits. 

The YPO has considerable knowledge and skills among its membership in the
 
areas 
of enterprise development, entrepreneurial problem solving and con
tinuing education. Members who participated in the grant activities are 
active business people who naturally were preoccupied with their own 
business interests which often did not always correspond to the stated 
objectives of the project. 
In many cases, they did not receive sufficient
 
briefing on the business environment and entrepreneurial problems of the 
countries they visited. This hampered their ability to transfer knowledge
 
relevant to 
their audience's interests in enterprise development.
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Pilot activities frequently evolve in their purposes, objectives and 
methods of implementation as the work progresses. 
 It is recommended that
 
in any future activities of this type, the contractual arrangement and 
project administration allow more A.I.D. monitoring and control 
responsi
bility in order to build on the lessons learned from the ongoing work. 
Such a contractual arrangement should be one that is easily amended to 
reflect desired changes in the purpose and objectives of the future
 
activity. 

Implementation of a future activity of this type should be subject to the 
availability of an organization which has or can quickly develop the 
capacity to manage the changing requirements of pilot projects in develo
ping countries. It is also important that the target countries be care
fully selected to exclude those which are less likely to benefit from the
 
implementing organization's skill 
because of major differences in the
 
local business, legal, or economic environment.
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Chapter One
 

INTRODUCTION
 

I. BACKGROUND OF GRANT
 

a 

The Agency for international Development (A.I.D.) Bureau for Private 
Enterprise (PRE) awarded a grant to the Young Presidents' Organization 
(YPO) on September 27, 1982. The purpose of the grant was to fund 
series of pilot activities focusing on entrepreneurial problem solving in
 
selected developing countries. 
The YPO was granted the sum of $404,766 to
 
conduct short seminars, lectures, roundtable discussions and factory site
 
visits for key entrepreneurs in the target countries. 
Copies of the grant 
and grant amendments, now scheduled to run through April 30, 1987, are 
attached as Appendix A. 

To date, the YPO has presented programs under this pilot project in 
Indonesia, Thailand, Jamaica, 
Sri Lanka, Nepal and Kenya. 
 As this study

is being completed, programs in several Caribbean Basin countries are 
under way.
 

The grant calls for the YPO to carry out its program in each country in 
two phases:
 

Phase I, a planning visit, usually made by the same YPO team leader 
who is to conduct the Phase II visit to 
the country. During Phase I, 
the team leader is to select, with the recommendation and approval of 
the USAID Mission, a host-country counterpart organization to help
organize and implement the program. Phase I goals are to identify 
specific subjects to be addressed during Phase II, the likely host
country participant audience, methods to be used, and factories for 
site visits, in collaboration with the counterpart organization. 

Phase II,an implementation visit held three to 
four months later, in
 
which seminars, lectures, discussions and site visits are conducted 
for the benefit of indigenous entrepreneurs. Phase II is to be 



carried out by a six to ten-member YPO team over period ofa about 
ten days.
 

II. 	PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND SCOPE OF WORK
 

Checchi and Company was engaged by A.I.D./PRE to assess the effectiveness 
of the YPO in fulfilling the grant objectives and to provide information 
that would assist A.I.D./PRE in determining whether and in what manner 
this type of activity should be supported in the future. The assessment
 
was conducted by a Checchi evaluation team consisting of Richard Black and 
William Pugh.
 

The Scope of Work for the evaluators is attached as Appendix B. The 
evaluators were to address the following issues related to project 
implementation: 

A. 
 Did the Project Achieve Its Principal Objectives?
 

0 	 Determine the extent of entrepreneurial activity generated 
by the grantee in the form of new business activities or 
other enterprise promotion.
 

* 	 Determine the extent and effectiveness of the grantee's 
transmission of specific entrepreneurial knowledge 
 and
 
maximization of personal exposure to host-country entre

preneurs.
 

B. 	Management of Project Tasks 

* 	 Determine if team 	 leaders were familiar with the con
straints on entrepreneurial activities in the target coun
tries.
 

* 	 Determine whether the team members' skills and experience 
matched the varied needs of entrepreneurs in each country.
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I Review the selection of indigenous counterpart organiza
tions as to their appropriateness and effectiveness for the
 
project.
 

* 	 Determine if Phase I timing was sufficient to identify the 
local needs, potential participants, and entrepreneurs/
factory owners seeking outside assistance. 

4 	 Assess which of the meeting methods used by the grantee 
were 
the most effective in achieving the grant objectives.
 

0 	 Establish whether reporting requirements under the grant 
were 	regularly fulfilled.
 

In addition, the evaluators were to address the A.I.D. cross-cutting 
evaluation issues of Sustainability, Women in Development and Impact on 
the Environment. 

III. 	EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
 

Interviews - The evaluators conducted interviews 
(see 	Appendix C for a
 
list 	of those contacted) either in person or by telephone with: 

-	 selected YPO team leaders, 
team 	members, and New York staff;
 

- available representatives of the counterpart groups and program 
participants in the countries visited by the evaluators; and 

-	 USAID -iission representatives as well as A.I.D./Washington per
sonnel responsible for administering and monitoring the grant.
 

Overall, 70 people were interviewed, of which 42 were host-country parti
cipants. 
 Since a complete list of program participants in each country 
was not available, it is not possible to determine the exact percentage of 
participants interviewed as a function of total participants; however, 
based on reports from representatives of counterpart organizations and 
other interviewees regarding total number!: of participants at each 
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session, it is unlikely that this figure would exceed 25 percent. 
Virtually all responsible A.I.D. officials were interviewed, as were 
appropriate officials of all counterpart organizations. Of the 47 YPO 
team members who took part in country programs held prior to this study, 
12 were interviewed by the evaluators.
 

An A.I.D./PRE representative accompanied the evaluators 
 on the field 
interviews held in Indonesia and Sri Lanka, as well as on those held with 
other A.1.D./Washington staff and with YPO staff in New York. 

Research - The evaluators reviewed the following background materials: 

- Files on the YPO program activities available at A.I.D.-

Washington as well as in the USAID Missions in the countries 

visited.
 

- Cables, letters, memoranda, and other materials on each target 
country program including all available YPO reports 
 to 
A.I.D./PRE on Phase I visits, plans and agendas for Phase II, 
and the Phase II completion reports.
 

- YPO file information. 

- Questionnaires completed by participants in the two Kenya 

programs. 

Field visits - The evaluators visited three countries: 

- Indonesia (Jakarta and Denpasar) from November 10 - 17, 1986. 

- Sri Lanka (Colombo) from November 18 - 24, 1986.
 

- Jamaica (Kingston) from December 8 
- 14, 1986.
 

Information on YPO programs in Kenya, Thailand and Nepal 
was obtained from
 
file data, telephone interviews with YPO team members, A.I.D. cables, and 
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the completed questionnaires sent from Kenya. Since Phase I of the YPO's
 
Caribbean workshops conducted
is being 
 as this study is drafted, data
 
regarding this portion of the grant activity are not available.
 

IV. STUDY CONSTRAINTS
 

Initially the evaluators had hoped to 
observe program implementation in
 
Kenya, where the YPO conducted a second Phase 
II program during November
 
1986. It is unfortunate that this 
was not possible, since an on-site
 
visit would have'afforded a chance 
to corroborate the questionnaire data.
 

In the countries visited by the evaluators complete lists of the YPO
 
program attendees were not available. Other identifying information 
on
 
potential interviewees was limited. As a result, 
the evaluators were
 
unable 
to make priority selections for interviews and, in fact, inter
viewed all identified 
contacts in each country who were available during
 

the visit.
 

Another constraint was time
the elapsed 
since the YPO implementation
 
visits, which limited participant recall. For example, 
the Indonesia
 
program took place three years before the evaluators' visit.
 

Many pilot activity impacts are 
intangible and hence unmeasurable. Many

host-country participants ,ade positive 
comments about the inspirational
 
and educational aspects 
of Phase II programs. Some of those who made
 
positive comments 
also experiencEd post-program entrepreneurial success.
 
The evaluators could not directly attribute this 
success to participation
 
in YPO programs.
 

Finally, there are basic limitations to 
the interview method, particularly
 
in cultures where verbal politeness is highly valued and negative comments
 
are discouraged.
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Chapter Two
 

THE YOUNG PRESIDENTS' ORGANIZATION
 

This chapter first highlights the history, objectives, organization, and 
programs of the Young Presidents' Organization. The chapter then focuses 
on the relationship of the YPO and A.I.D., with respect to performance of 
the grant activities. Additional background information on the YPO is 
included in Appendix E. 

I. YPO BACKGROUND
 

The YPO was formed in 1950 by successful young U.S. CEO's to provide the
 
basis for further education and an exchange of ideas helpful to them in 
running their companies. The current membership of 
the YPO is approx
imately 4,600, in 95 chapters in 50 countries. The primary objective of 
this member-run organization remains education and idea exchange among its 
membership. It is basically a member service group.
 

The YPO's board of directors represents the interests of the chapters, 
elects officers and oversees the general operations of the organization,
including the international offices. There are four international offices
 
with a paid staff of 65 employees. The main international office is in 
New York City where most of the educational programs for internal YPO 
benefit are coordinated. The other international offices, located in Hong
Kong, Geneva, and Miami, are relatively small with no more than six 
professionals per office. About 25 percent of YPO members are located 
outside the U.S. and Canada. 

In the 1970's, the YPO undertook its first development projects for the 
U.N. 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). A committee, now called
 
Relationships and Opportunities (ROC), was established within YPO to 
manage development projects. The 
YPO objective for involvement in devel
opment projects is to help develop membership and member contacts.
 

There is a Member-in-Charge for the A.I.D./PRE grant. 
 This person reports
 
the ROC and team leaders report to him.
to All YPO members are considered
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equals. Consequently, members can 
advise each other but cannot direct one

another to perform particular functions, including those involved in the 
management and performance of the grant.
 

II. THE YPO AND THIS GRANT ACTIVITY
 

A. YPO Approach to This Grant Activity 

According to the organization's New York staff, 
the YPO's basic approach

to fulfilling the terms of the A.I.D./PRE grant has been that of voluntaryindividual 
member responsibility with a consequent low level 
of involve
ment by YPO staff.
 

When the grant was made to the YPO in 1982, it provided for YPO missions 
to seven countries selected from a larger list of A.I.D. target countries.The YPO based its selection of seventhe countries on YPO interest in
developing membership and establishing new chapters. The countries
included 
in the 
initial selection 
 Kenya, Thailand, Sri
were Lanka,

Indonesia, Jamaica, 
the Ivory Coast, and Peru. 
 The program in the 
Ivory
Coast was eliminated by YPOthe after the planning visit, because the YPO
felt the entrepreneurial base was not likely to benefit from the programand also because there was not sufficient YPO membership potential. The
 
program in Peru was eliminated without a planning visit due to politicalunrest. Programs in Nepal, and in the Caribbean Basin nations of Grenada,
Belize, Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic, were added in 1986-1987.
 

At the outset of the grant period, the Director of Education in the YPO

New York Office was responsible 
 for its administration. Effectively,

start-up began in February 1983. Around that time, a description of theobjectives of the grant were sent to YPOthe membership; resumessolicited from 

were
those interested in serving as team leaders; and a Member

in-Charge of the grant was chosen by the YPO's New York staff. TheMember-in-Charge selected the team leaders for each country program, with
assistance from New York staff members who reviewed resumes. 
 The New York
staff said recommendations for team leaders were based on 
the individual's
 
interest 
in international business, teaching 
or 
 speaking experience,
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freedom from other YPO responsibilities, and ability to commit time to a 
country program.
 

Individual team leaders were given a great deal of latitude and responsi
bility in carrying out each country program. They were to establish theagenda and develop the work 
plan; 
monitor progress, especially between
Phase I and Phase II; and see that all required reports were prepared andsubmitted in 
a timely fashion. 
 They were also charged with preparing and
receiving all correspondence related to the program. The YPO's New YorkOffice was not necessarily copied either way. Team leaders could, how
ever, request assistance of the YPO office in preparing correspondence and
program materials if necessary. The YPO's YorkNew Office had no directresponsibility for YPO performance on the grant activity, except toaccount for bills and payments, unless a problem was 
referred there.
 

The New York staff reported that it also screened resumes for prospectiveteam members, handled some team member selection, tried to provide theteam leader with a balanced team both as to fields of interest andregional knowledge, 
and occasionally 
vetoed a prospective team 
member.
According to the Member-in-Charge, team leaders had final responsibility 
for selecting their own teams.
 

According to its New York staff, the YPO had objectives in undertaking
this project which, while not necessarily in conflict with the objectivesstated in the grant, were additional to the stated objectives. The YPO
saw the grant as an opportunity 
 for some of its members with internationalexperience and interests to meet, teach and assist foreign entrepreneurs.

The advantage to the YPO was the 
 chance to extend its membership and its
members' network of contacts. In addition, 
team members would gain

knowledge of a country and its business opportunities, and meet seniormembers of its 
business and political community. 
 The 
YPO staff believes

that all missions met the YPO's own objectives. Its members had access to
key host country officials, its membership increased, and chaptersnew 
were founded. The members who participated generally enjoyed theirvisits, learned much about the host countries and made useful host-country
 
contacts.
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B. History of Grant Activity 

The proposal leading to the award of the grant to the YPO originated in a 
meeting between representatives of the YPO and the Assistant Administrator 
For A.I.D./PRE in April 1982. The YPO's proposal to A.I.D. highlighted 
the organization's qualifying capability and experience. Among these 
qualifications were the YPO's ability to tailor its programs to a target 
country; previous successful foreign projects; the fit between YPO member 
capabilities and the renewed emphasis being placed by A.I.D. on private 
enterprise as a development strategy; and the YPO's long experience in 
conducting practical programs combining theory and practice.
 

The terms of the original grant are summarized in Chapter One and fully 
set out 
in Appendix A. Following is a concise chronology of important
 
grant events to date: 

May 1982 YPO submitted a proposal for the A.I.D. grant
 

September 1982 
 Grant award to YPO. 
 Original grant amount was $255,426.
 

June-July 1983 Thailand Phase 
I
 

July 1983 Indonesia Phase I
 

Oct.-Nov. 1983 
 Indonesia Phase II
 

December 1983 
 Jamaica Phase I
 

March 1984 
 Thailand Phase II
 

April 1984 
 Jamaica Phase I (cont'd)
 

May 1984 Kenya Phase I
 

June 1984 
 Grant term extended from September 26, 1984 to June 30,

1985. A logistical support fund of $40,000 was 
estab
lished from unexpended funds allocated to Peru and theIvory Coast, to be used for recruiting participants and 
making in-country arrangements.
 

Sept. -Oct. 1984 
 Kenya Phase II
 

October 1984 
 Sri Lanka Phase I
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October 1984 Jamaica Phase II - Business Investment
 

November 1984 Jamaica Phase II 
- Business Education
 

May 1985 Sri Lanka Phase II
 

June 1985 Grant term extended to January 31, 1986
 

August 1985 Nepal Phase I
 

November 1985 Second Kenya Phase I
 

September 1986 Grant term extended to April 30, 1987. 
 Additional funds
 
of $149,340 allocated for programs in Nepal and theCaribbean Basin (Grenada, Belize, Dominican Republic and

Costa Rica)
 

November 1986 Second Kenya Phase II
 

Jan.-Feb. 1987 Caribbean Basin Phase I
 

III. YPO/A.I.D. RELATIONSHIPS
 

Both YPO team members and staff reported that their dealings with A.I.D.-
Washington under the terms of the grant have been satisfactory. From the 
beginning of the grant to the time of this study, the YPO has worked with 
five different A.I.D. project officers. This amount of turnover, which 
often cannot be helped in a government organization, inhibited continuity 
and consistency in the working relationship. While relationships gener
ally have been good between YPO A.I.D., the Newthe and York staff be
lieves there were, as a result of the turnover of A.I.D. project officers,
 
some communication problems which tended to exaggerate program-related 
problems when they arose.
 

YPO team leaders and members reported that their dealings with USAID
 
Mission personnel had gone very well and 
that these personnel were cooper
ative and extremely supportive of YPO planning and implementation efforts. 
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Chapter Three
 

FINDINGS
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

following chapters. Findings
 

This chapter presents the findings of the evaluators which form the 
factual basis for the more generalized conclusions, recommendations and 
discussion of lessons learned in the three 

have been organized by topic to correspond to the issues raised in the 
evaluators' Scope Work.of The findings are based on the evaluation 
methodology described in Chapter One, 
Section III, which included visits
 
by the evaluators to Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Jamaica. Case studies for 
the YPO programs in these three countries are presented 
in Appendices F,
 
G, and H.
 

II. ACHIEVEMENT OF PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES
 

A. Entrepreneurial Activities
 

1. Entrepreneurial Activity Generated 

Measurable entrepreneurial activity in the form of new business ventures 
was generated by YPO programs in Jamaica. In the other countries visited 
by YPO teams there was no tangible entrepreneurial activity generated
although, as noted in Chapter Two, there may have been some unmeasurable 
effects on host country entrepreneurial activity. Many program attendees
 
interviewed in the three countries visited by the evaluators ventured into 
successful new business activities or enterprise promotion after YPO team 
visits. It is not possible to trace a direct causal relationship between 
these new business activities and the YPO's programs, although they may
well be connected. Both YPO team members and host country participants in 
each country visited by the evaluators reported that good personal rela
tionships and information linkages had been established which could lead 
to future business development.
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The YPO appeared to target Jamaica, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Kenya par
ticularly for development of entrepreneurial activity. is reflectedThis 

in the YPO agendas for these countries and in the results of 
 interviews 
with local counterpart organizations, USAID staff, local participants, and 
YPO team members. USAID officials in Sri Lanka and Indonesia reported 
that YPO team members were eager to invest in new ventures with host 
country nationals, but found that there was not enough time to overcome 
the difficulties of operating in an unfamiliar business climate. 

The YPO program to Jamaica was unique in that it involved visits by three 
YPO teams. The first visit, described in this section, was made by an 
investment-oriented 
team which achieved measurable success 
in enterprise 
promotion. The investment team was followed monthone later by two sepa
rate educational teams. 
 (See Section B.3. below).
 

Members of the investment team made considerable effort to produce tan
gible results which led to the implementation of a number of Trade Act 
Section 807 textile projects. These projects involved sewing and
assembling in Jamaica of garments and textiles supplied duty-free from the 
U.S. One textile joint venture that was still in operation during the

evaluators' visit involved 100 jobs and an investment of approximately
 
$100,000. Other contracts were 
 smaller and have since been completed.
Efforts also were made by the YPO team members to develop projects for the 
local manufacture of furniture and candles, but no projects developed from
 
these efforts.
 

In Indonesia, the sought generateYPO to entrepreneurial activity by
establishing a venture capital fund of $30,000, funded in equal parts by
the YPO 
team members and host-country entrepreneurs. This fund was
 
dissolved after six 
months during which no suitable investment projects
 
were identified. 
 All parties with whom the fund was discussed agreed that
 
it was a useful learning device and evidence of the 
large degree of trust
 
built up between the YPO team and Indonesian participants on a short 
visit. They attributed the fund's lack of performance to its small size 
and to the fact that no formal provision was made for its management on an 
ongoing basis.
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In Sri Lanka, some YPO team members explored joint venture opportunities 
with host-country participants. Efforts were made in the construction 
field, in spice exporting to the U.S., and also to find a Sri Lankan 
manufacturer to produce handicrafts for the U.S. market. 
While no invest
ments have resulted from these efforts to date, some business contacts are 

ongoing.
 

In Kenya, some efforts were made by the YPO to develop joint ventures with 

local business people. One such venture, involving the manufacture of
 
small tractors, reportedly will receive funding through a USAID credit
 

facility. 

Judging from interviews with YPO team members and a review of file data 
for Thailand and Nepal, the YPO teams saw little likelihood of generating 
specific entrepreneurial activity in these countries on a short visit. 
Therefore, the teams concentrated on other program objectives such as 
transmittal of entrepreneurial knowledge. 

Host-country participants interviewed in Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Jamaica
 
indicated they had expected more joint U.S./local business activity to be 
generated as a result of the YPO program. They generally attribted the 
low level of results to the lack of time for interested YPO and host

country participants to develop a better understanding of each other and 
to work out necessary details. Also cited was the unfamiliarity of the 
host-country business climate to many team members, and the handling of 
followup activities on an individual basis rather than through host

country counterpart organizations which might have contributed to resolv
ing problems. The grant does not provide for follow-on activity after 
Phase II, a fact not clearly communicated to host-country participants. 

2. Status and Activity of Local Counterpart Organizations 

In each country visited, the YPO fulfilled grant terms by using estab
lished local organizations, selected during the planning visit with USAID
 

assistance and approval, to support in-country program activities. 
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These local counterpart organizations have continued to function and 
operate much as they did prior to the YPO visits. Their activities were 
little affected one way the by the YPOor other program. The Sri Lanka 
Business Development Centre (SLBDC), which was organized in part with 
USAi ) funding and technical assistance, has continued to work for enter
prise development; USAID staff in Sri Lanka, and YPO team members, believe
 
the S, DC made significant new contacts in its business community during 
the YPO program. The two Jamaican counterpart groups, Privatethe Sector 
Organization of Jamaica (PSOJ) and Jamaica National Investment Promotion 
Limited (JNIP), reported that the YPO visit did not affect their status. 
In Indonesia, the local YPO acquired some new members as a result of the 
pilot program there, but the chapter has not grown nor is there evidence 
of its further involvement in development activities. 

B. Educational Activities 

1. 
 Effective Transmission of Entrepreneurial Knowledge
 

The YPO programs generally were cited by host-country participants as 
having introduced successful American entrepreneurs to the host countries 
and allowed these participants to learn something of U.S. business methods
 
and accomplishments. The 
Jamaica, Indonesia, Sri 
Lanka and Kenya programs
 
all provided a forum for persons in the audience to identify and meet 
individually with YPO team members of potential 
interest for future busi

ness dealings.
 

From the perspective of a majority of the participants interviewed, the 
most effective aspects of these sessions were the small, informal round
table discussions between the YPO and the attendees, as well theas 
informal 
question and answer sessions that followed formal presentations.
 
Some of the individual YPO presentations received high marks for effective
 
delivery; cited specifically were the discussions of marketing methods and 
quality control techniques. The majority of host-country participants 
interviewed reported that most other presentations did not focus on topics
of interest to local business or show sufficient orientation to the local 
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business environment. While many participants interviewed, particularly 
in Indonesia, the study approachsaw case itself as an interesting 
instructional tool, they did not perceive the actual content of the cases 
presented as relevant to their specific problems.
 

During Phase II in Indonesia, the 
transmission of entrepreneurial knowl
edge to host-country participants was seriously inhibited in presentations 
outside Jakarta where English is not spoken by many host-country business
 
people. In Sri 
Lanka and Jamaica, English is either a second language or
 
the official language. This is 
not true in Indonesia where translation of
 
oral presentations and written materials was required to transmit knowl
edge to persons living outside the capital.
 

It is worth noting again that the time lapse between the YPO visits and 
this study made it difficult to measure the effective transmission of 
entrepreneurial knowledge by interviewthe method. Other potentially
useful data, such as immediate post program evaluations by attendees, were 
not used by YPO teams.
 

2. Exposure of Host-Country Entrepreneurs to the YPO Team
 

Almost all host-country participants agreed that the best opportunity for 
-fective exposure 
to YPO team members came at informal sessions, such as
 
the roundtable discussions in Sri 
Lanka, and at social gatherings included
 
on the agenda in both Sri Lanka and Indonesia. The Jamaica business
 
investment program 
 was unique in that members of the YPO team stayed at
 
the homes of Jamaican entrepreneurs.
 

It is difficult to measure the results of even 
the most effective exposure
 
of the YPO teams to host-country entrepreneurs. Certainly they got to 
know each other, mutual understanding was fostered ideas
and were 
exchanged. As noted elsewhere in this study, some business and social 
contacts are continuing between YPO members and business people from 
Kenya, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Jamaica. Entrepreneurs in each country

visited by the evaluators described the YPO members they came to know best 
as knowledgeable, energetic and inspirational. These contacts may well 
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have had positive effects theon entrepreneurs' approach to business 
problems which the evaluators could not measure.
 

Many of the host-country participants interviewed stated thethat seminar 
audiences were not broadly representative. Some participants suggested
that more adequate advance publicity on the program contents, as well as 
on the YPO organization and the backgrounds of the team members, was 
needed to 
reach a broader segment of the local business community and help

busy host-country business people decide whether or not the seminar 
warranted their time. 

3. Jamaica Experience 

Jamaica was the only country where the YPO program had a separate educa
tion component. This was a workshop aimed at educators interested in
developing a coordinated approach to business education in Jamaica. 

The first implementation visit under this education program component took
 
place in November 1984. Four YPO participants met over a three-day period

with a select group of senior faculty of Jamaican institutions of business
 
education. The and
formal informal exchanges by both weresides reported 
to have been stimulating and productive. The outcome of these meetings 
was the decision to form a Business 
Council comprised of senior repre
sentatives of all major business education institutions in Jamaica. This 
Council was officially launched in May 1985. 

The Business Council sought build this
to on successful experience by

scheduling a second implementation visit, which 
took place in November
 
1985, with financing from a separcte USAID Mission grant. 
 The YPO staff
 
director who ran 
this second program described it as a success. There has
 
been no indication that the Business Council plans any additional follow
up activities. 
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III. MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT TASKS
 

A. Recruitment/Orientation 

I. Team Leader Target Country Awareness
 

The YPO team leader for Indonesia was already familiar with that country
and with some of the constraints of conducting entrepreneurial activities 
there prior to his Phase I planning visit. This familiarity proved
valuable, resulting in what the USAID Mission believed to be a particu
larly successful 
planning visit and orientation for team members. 
 The
 
Thailand team 
leader also had prior country experience. Other team
 
leaders, lacking this familiarity, developed their knowledge of the
 
countries through background reading and Phase I visits.
 

In the three countries visited by the evaluators, USAID Mission staff and 
counterpart organizations gave team leaders considerable assistance during 
planning visits in meeting host-country business people, government offi
cials, and representatives of private organizations, in each country, the
 
individuals who were selected to meet with the team leader were knowledge
able about local 
business conditions, the specific needs of host-country
 
entrepreneurs and the constraints affecting the conduct of entrepreneurial
 
activities.
 

After returning from their Phase I visits, the team leaders assembled
 
orientation 
 and briefing materials for distribution to team members,
and/or instructed the New York staff to compile and distribute such 
materials. The team leaders for Indonesia, Sri Lanka, the first Kenya 
program, and Nepal also telephoned some team members to share their
 
understanding of the business environment in those countries.
 

The interviews 
revealed several instances in which team members did not
 
receive timely and clear communication of what the team leader had learned
 
from the planning visit. 
 The importance of transferring this information
 
effectively was identified early by the Indonesia 
team leader as a problem
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needing resolution. 
 However, this problem was not resolved and resurfaced
 
in the subsequent country visits. 

2. Team Members Match to Host-Country Needs 

Team leaders and YPO staff matched team members to host-country needs with 
varying degrees of success. The teams were selected from among those YPO
 
members who volunteered their time after receiving information from the 
YPO. For this reason, matching of volunteers' skills and industry back
grounds with needs identified by the team leader during the planning visit 
was not always possible. In some cases, good matches were made, such as
 
the inclusion in the Indonesia 
team of a person who spoke Indonesian. In
 
Sri Lanka, USAID staff indicated that the team members' skills were well 
matched to the needs identified in Phase I. In other cases, team members' 
interests and experience were less relevant to the business conditions of 
the countries they were selected to 
visit. Some participants interviewed 
had difficulty understanding why such members had been included on the 
Phase II teams. 

Most participants interviewed understood that a small team of company 
presidents could not respond on 
a 10-day visit to more 
than a few of their
 
country's varied entrepreneurial needs. It
was also generally understood
 
that the team members 
competing demands on 

were 
their 

leaders 
time 

of the
could be 

ir respective companies, and that 
responsible for some last minute 

cancellations and some failure to follow up on enterprise development 
possibilities. 

B. Planning Activities 

1. Selection of Counterpart Organizations
 

Selection of the counterpart organizations by the YPO team leader was 
always handled in cooperation with the 
USAID Missions. One could con
struct arguments for a different or additional selection in particular 
countries, such as Sri Lanka, but each alternative organization also had 
weaknesses as well as strengths in light of the grant objective, and 
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additional organizations may have compounded rather than resolved logis
tical and administrative problems.
 

In Thailand and Indonesia, existing YPO chapters were appropriate counter
part organizations in that they were familiar with YPO procedures and had 
mechanisms in place to facilitate follow-on communications and activities.
 
The YPO Chapter in Indonesia, although too small to handle all theof 
administrative preparation for Phase II without assistance from USAID 
Mission staff, anwas effective vehicle for project activities and did a
good job of attracting host-country entrepreneurs to the Jakarta sessions. 
While the YPO Chapter in Thailand might have been effective, it withdrew 
its support from the program prior to Phase I implementation. In all 
other cases examined by the evaluators, the counterpart organizations 
cooperated and offered whatever assistance they could. 

The organization selected -'n Sri Lanka, the Sri 
Lanka Business Development

Centre (SLBDC), had only recently been organized with technical and 
financial assistance from USAID. 
 In the USAID Mission's view, the SLBDC
 
is a growing development-oriented group which benefited from its counter
part role by being required to perform new functions, and by making new 
contacts in businessthe community. 

Representatives of counterpart organizations interviewed were almost unan
imous in their belief that the Phase I visits were well handled and had
 
achieved their objectives. But 
counterpart organization effectiveness was
 
hampered by 
 a lack of YPO follow-up between the two phases. In both 
Jamaica and Indonesia, advance program information was late in arriving.
In Sri Lanka, the YPO made a decision for security reasons to provide no 
advance Phase II publicity. Without such difficulties, there might have 
been a larger, more representative audience with clearer understanding of
 
what to expect from the Phase II program. 

Some participants interviewed said that other established business organi
zations in their countries, such as 
the Rotary and the various Chambers of
 
Commerce (many of which have large memberships and broad linkages with the
 
business community), had not been asked to participate in assisting the 
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YPO. They felt that, with such assistance, audiences for the programs 
would have been larger and more broadly representative of local business 
interests. But as noted above, involving more indigenous organizations in 
the pilot program could have compounded administrative problems. 

2. Planning Phase Timing
 

According to YPO Phase I reports and interviews with USAID Mission repre
sentatives involved Phase the planning phasewith I, timing, agenda, and 
interviews were adequate for the team toleaders accomplish their respon
sibilities.
 

This excellent start was not reflected in most cases in the implementation 
programs. 
 Indigenous groups, participants and USAID Mission 
personnel

interviewed expressed the opinions that: (1) Phase I had led to expecta
tions not fulfilled in Phase II; 
and (2) the problems and issues of inter
est to host-country entrepreneurs identified in Phase I were not fully 
addressed in Phase II. A main 
source of this problem was the lack of YPO
 
team leader and staff time available between the two phases. 

C. Implementation
 

1. Effectiveness of Meeting Methods
 

The Phase II implementation programs generally combined a variety of
 
formal training methods with opportunities for participants to exchange 
views and forge collaborative relationships on an informal basis. The mix
 
of meeting methods included in the Phase II agenda for the Sri Lanka 
programs is typical. This 
agenda provided for 
a one-day joint venture
 
workshop in which two case studies were presented; two days of roundtable 
discussions and informal meetings 
with Sri Lankan business people; an
 
evening management forum; a the team tovisit by YPO three manufacturing 
plants in the Colombo Free Trade Zone; one day of meetings with entrepre
neurs outside the capital; and a two-day management theory and practice 
workshop, including formal presentations by YPO team members and one-on
one meetings with key host-country entrepreneurs.
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The roundtable discussions and one-on-one meetings uniformly received high
 
praise. Almost all 
host-country participants said 
the informality stimu
lated open interchanges on specific topics of interest to all parties. In 
Jamaica and Sri Lanka, some meetings were organized on an industry basis 
and led by one or two 
YPO members, a format which permitted more concen
tration on topical interests within industry groups. The question and 
answer sessions at the end of the formal presentations were also recalled 
as having been successful.
 

The formal presentations were generally viewed as having been 
less suc
cessful 
in fulfilling the program's objective of transmitting solutions to
 
entrepreneurial problems. 
 Most participants recalled the 
case studies as
 
stimulating exercises which would have been of more practical value had 
the case situations been related to specific host-country entrepreneurial 
problems. Some focused presentations, such as those on marketing, pack
aging and quality control in Sri Lanka, were well received. Most other 
topics addressed by the YPO in formal sessions were considered to have 
been too general for practical application. Examples cited by partici
pants included U.S. style labor relations and finance, both of which were
 
not very applicable to the host-country setting. 

2. Fulfillment of Grant Reporting Requirements
 

The grant-specified requirements for reports to be submitted by the YPO 
team leaders to A.I.D./Washington were fulfilled, with one exception. 
 The
 
reports reviewed by the evaluators were very good except for two which 
fell short of the detail and conclusions of the grant requirements. The 
early reports on the Indonesian and Sri Lankan programs were detailed and 
contained many valuable observations by team members. These observations
 
could usefully have been taken into account in subsequent country visits 
had there been a mechanism within the YPO to communicate them clearly to 
subsequent team leaders and teams. A phase 
II report for one country
 
visit was never submitted, despite repeated requests the A.I.D.by project 
officer.
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IV. A.I.D. CROSSCUTTING EVALUATION ISSUES
 

A. Sustainability 

A pilot project of this type is not sustainable after A.I.D. funding ends,
 
although the benefits of entrepreneurial activity generated by the project 
may be sustainable. Some such benefits could well result from ongoing 
contacts between YPO members and host-country business people. Without
 
periodic follow-up, sustainability of entrepreneurial problem solving and
 
educational programs is 
not possible.
 

B. Women in Development
 

The Consultant interviewed women entrepreneurs who participated in the YPO 
program in each country visited. These were successful business women, 
many at the CEO level. None indicated any negative factors or obstacles
 
to their participation in the program as the result of being women. 
Women
 
participants reported the same responses to the maleprogram as partici
pants. Some felt they benefited while others felt the programs were not 
closely matched to their business problems. Two of the businesses in 
Jamaica which formed joint ventures with YPO team members were managed by 
women. 

The YPo teams participating in implementation had one female member who 
visited two countries. In addition, the YPO used female staff assistants 
in the U.S. and one abroad to help with the administrative requirements of 
the programs.
 

C. Impact on Environment
 

There was no aspect of this Activity significantly impacting the environ

ment.
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Chapter Four
 

LESSONS LEARNED
 

1. For pilot projects of this type, which by their nature evolve during 
performance, a contractual arrangement such as a cooperative agreement,
that allows for a more substantial degree of A.I.D. involvement and 
monitoring of performance, is preferable 
to a grant.
 

2. A pilot project is also by its nature experimental, and therefore 
often achieves other 
the pilot project. 

or lesser objectives 
In such instances, 

than those originally stated for 
the success of a pilot project 

should be judged on the basis of the objectives it achieved rather than 
against the originally stated objectives.
 

3. 
 In most cases, it would be beneficial for pilot projects of this type
 
to have a narrower country or regional focus. 
 This would permit advantage
 
to be 
taken of lessons learned in a particular country or regional setting
 
by more planned follow-on performance in that same setting. 

4. Regular reviews are necessary between A.I.0. officials at the 
program/policy level and the party responsible for implementation in order
 
to discuss differences of interpretation and opinion. Following such 
reviews, both parties involved can agree upon a clear direction for future
 

performance.
 

5. In pilot activities of this type, formal educational methods should 
be supplemented by informal meetings and idea exchanges which allow 
host-country attendees to participate actively in the learning process. 

6. Post seminar/workshop evaluation forms adapted to particular host
country circumstances should be completed by participants, and should then 
be evaluated by the contractor or grantee to determine which meeting 
methods were most effective and to modify subsequent host-country programs
 

accordingly.
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Chapter Five
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

I. Given the relatively small size of the grant and the duration of the 
activities in the countries visited by the YPO, full achievement of the 
grant's purpose and objective in such 
areas as entrepreneurial problem
 
solving cannot be expected. To date, implementation of this pilot project

has achieved the limited objectives of founding several U.S. host-country 
joint ventures and fostering idea exchange between host-country partici
pants and YPO team members which could lead to future enterprise develop
ment. Many host-country participants achieved post-program business 
success. This may have resulted from program effects which the evaluators 
could not measure. 

2. In the countries visited by the evaluators, the planning visit gen
erally accomplished the purpose of Phase I as stated in the grant. Because 
appropriate funding 
was not available, there was 
insufficient follow-on
 
work by the YPO between the planning and implementation phases, causing
much of the value of the planning phase to be lost. 
 This problem was com
pounded when the host-country counterpart group 
was small or administra
tively weak, causing a consequent, unintended burden to fall on the USAID 
Missions to assist implementation of 
the program. In all 
cases observed,

USAID Missions responded quickly and effectively to this need as soon as
 
it was perceived. 

3. With few exceptions, indigenous counterpart organizations and Phase I 
participants believed that the objectives of YPO implementation visits 
were clear from the generally successful planning visits. 
 The objectives
 
established during the planning visits, however, were not adequately com
municated in advance to the Phase II audiences, creating a sense of unful
filled expectations among many indigenous participants and causing some 
disappointment among busy local business people attending sessions which 
did not match their expectations. Advance publicity about Phase II visits 
was often not timely, complete or accurate. Many participants believed 
the YPO team was in the host country primarily to seek new business 
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investments. Also, many appropriate participants did not attend sessions 
because of lack of information.
 

4. YPO team members, with some exceptions, were not sufficiently briefed 
on the 
realities of enterprise development in lesser developed countries,
 
including cultural differences, the size and problems of indigenous busi
ness 
ventures, and the economic and political environment. Generally, YPO
 
team members acquired some country-specific knowledge before or during
 
implementation 
visits but this knowledge was insufficient to accomplish

the purpose and objective of the grant. Prospective and actual YPO team 
members and leaders were 
very busy executives with tight schedules. This
 
caused some potential team members to 
cancel when visit timing changed and
 
was a constraint on time available for preparation by participating team 
members and leaders.
 

5. Many host-country participants had expected formal follow-on after 
implementation visits jointfor enterprise development with YPO team 
members. Actual follow-on was on an informal individual basis because the 
grant did not provide for post-implementation visit funding. 
 Participants 
tended to complain about lack of follow-on, and the ultimate result was a 
negative perception of the pilot activity as producing few concrete 
resul ts.
 

6. Small seminars on specific subjects, roundtable discussions and
 
informal one-on-one meetings between YPO 
team members and indigenous par
ticipants were quite successful. Host-country attendees uniformly agreed 
that roundtable discussions, seminars, and informal 
idea exchanges, which
 
allowed their active participation, were effective and useful to their
 
future bUsiness planning. The more formal 
 case studies were regarded by
host-country participants representing an interesting approach toas 
enterprise development but lacking specific 
relevance 
to their business
 
problems. 
 In places where English is not widely spoken by business
 
people, such as Indonesia outside Jakarta, it would have been necessary to 
translate oral presentations and written materials in order to transmit 
entrepreneurial knowledge effectively.
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7. Few of the lessons learned during early YPO team country visits on 
planning and implementation (e.g., the difficulties of logistics, the need 
for timely agendas and publicity, and need for country specific knowledge) 
were applied in other country visits. 
 These lessons learned were stated
 
clearly and accurately in the Phase II completion reports prepared by the 
YPO teams for Indonesia and Sri Lanka.
 

8. Some side benefits arose 
from the grant activity, such as advice from
 
YPO team members to USAID Missions, the establishment of new YPO chapters 
abroad, and the establishment of contacts between team members and key 
indigenous business and government leaders, which may lead 
to enterprise
 
development in the future. It is, however, impossible to speculate with
 
any degree of accuracy on when and how th'Js might take place. 

9. There may have been unmeasurable benefits of this pilot project, 
arising from reports by host-country participants and USAID staffs that 
YPO team members were inspirational, dynamic, and energetic. This could 
have cdused some "learning by example" of qualities applicable to entre
preneurial activities. Participants who described YPO presentations 
positively often experienced post-presentation business successes. The 
evaluators could not verify a connection between this positive experience 
and subsequent successes.
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Chapter Six
 

RECOMMENDATIONS
 

I. 
Any future project of this type should concentrate on programs in one 
or two countries to establish its effectiveness. In larger countries, 
such as Indonesia, and those with 
significant differences 
in business
 
climate from the U.S., 
such as Indonesia and Sri 
Lanka, longer implementa
tion visits are required to obtain a sustainable impact on enterprise 
development. Funding should 
be available for necessary follow-on imple
mentation visits to take advantage of lessons learned during initial 
implementation. 

2. Any future pilot project of this type should provide for more direct 
A.I.D. monitoring and evaluation of performance to build from the learning 
experiences of the ongoing work, and thereby enhance project coherence and
 
effectiveness. 
 It would be appropriate for the contractual arrangement 
with the implementing organization to give A.I.D. explicit approval rights
 
over each phase of the project. As the pilot project evolves, this con
tractual arrangement should amendedbe to reflect changing purposes and 
objectives. In this way, the project can remain sufficiently focused to 
be managed within the limits of available A.I.D. staff time.
 

3. In any future project of this type, a clear statement of the purposes 
and objectives of an implementation visit should be prepared well before 
the visit takes place. The agenda, information on the presenting group, 
and publicity about the purpose of the visit should be reviewed by A.I.D. 
before submission to the host country. This material should be forwarded 
to the host country for dissemination to target audiences at least three 
weeks before the implementation visit. In addition, the implementing 
organization should assess the program through the 
use of evaluation forms
 
completed by the host-country participants immediately following presenta
tion of program elements. The implementing organization should also 
evaluate its own performance of the project through regular internal 
reviews. 
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4. In any future project of this type, planning visits should be carried 
out by persons with prior host or similar country experience. Key goals 
of the planning visit should be to select one or more counterpart organi
zations capable of actively preparing and promoting the implementation 
visit; to identify precise problem areas to be covered; to identify the 
size and the type of businesses likely to be represented by the target 
audience; and to select the most appropriate methods of conveying knowl
edge and exchanging ideas. Accomplishment of these goals will greatly
 
assist selection of the implementation team. In addition, after the 
planning visit, there should be staff specifically assigned to carry out 
the recommendations of the planning report so that the Phase II imple
mentation corresponds to the goals established in the planning visit. 
This bridge work between Phase I and Phase II is of such importance that 
project funds should be provided for the considerable work that is
 
invol ved.
 

5. In any future project of this type, the implementing organization 
should be one with: (a) substantial organizational experience in lesser 
developed countries; (b) a roster of experts with prior experience in 
countries likely to be visited; (c) quick response capability to provide 
experts in a context of changing purposes, schedules, and geographical 
sites for the activity; and (d) well-established home office management 
and monitoring controls. 
 In addition, the organization should be suffi
ciently motivated 
either by the perceived realistic possibility of
 
monetary return from the services and/or by an organizational commitment 
to public service.
 

6. If a future project of this type is to be conducted in cduntries or 
areas of 
countries where English is not generally spoken by 
the business
 
community, it is essential that written materials be translated to the 
indigenous language, and that U.S. team members speak that language or 
arrange for professional translators to facilitate oral communication. 

7. In any future project of this type, informal presentations such as 
roundtable seminars 
and combined social/business gatherings should be
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emphasized in the agenda since such presentations encourage active partic
ipation by host-country attendees. 
More formal presentations such as 
case
 
studies and lectures should be carefully adapted to address specific 
host-country problems in enterprise development.
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Appendix A
 

ORIGINAL YPO GRANT
 



September 27, 1982
 

Mr: Tom Olson
 
Executive Director
 
Young Presidents' Organization

52 Vanderbilt Ave.
 
New York, N.Y. 10017
 

Subject: Grant No. OTR 0001-G.SS 2299 00
 

Dear Mr. Olson:
 

Pursuant to the aut:.ority contained in the Foreign Assistance
 
Act of 1961, as 
amended, the Agency for Tnternational

Development (hereinafter referred to 
as "A.I.D." or "Grantor")
hereby gra.its to Young Presidents' Organization (hereby

referred to as "YPO" or "Grantee"), the sum of t255.426 to

provide support for a program to conduct short seminars.

lectures, roundtable discussions and factory site visits

related to problem solving in entrepreneurial activities in
 seven target countries as described in the Schedule of this
 grant and the Attachment 2, entitled "Program Description."
 

This grant is effective and obligation is made as of the date
of this letter and shall apply to commitments made by the
Grantee in furtherance of program objectives during the period
beginning with the effective date and ending September 26,

1984.
 

This grant is made to YPO on condition that the funds will be
administered in accordance with the 
terms and conditions as
 
set forth in Attachment 1, entitled "Schedule", Attachment 2,
entitled "Program Description," and Attachment 3 entitled

"Standard Provisions," which have been agreed to by your

organization.
 

http:0001-G.SS
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Please sign the original and seven
acknowledge your receipt of the grant, and return the original
and six 


(7) copies of this letter to
 
(6) copies to the Office of Contract Management.
 

Sincerely yours,
 

R. C. Torre7
 
Grant Off icr
 
Central Operations Division

Office of Contract Management
 

Attachments:
 

1. Schedule
 
2. Program Description

3. 
 Standard Provisions
 

ACKNOWLEDGED:
 

Young Presidents' Organization
 

BY:
 

Title:
 

Date:
 

FISCAL DATA
 
Appropriation 
 : 72-1121021.6
Budget Plan Code : 
PDAA82-13430-DG-61(24

34-099-00
_61
PIO/T No. _21 )
: 940-0001-342-9047
 
Project No. : 342-9047 
 % ETotal Estimated Amount: $255,426 
 n0Total Obligated Amount: 
 $255,426

IRS Employer Identi
fication Number: 
 13-1770417


Funding Source OT cc. Dv zon:AID/W 
 OFFICE C " A ANAGISTProject Officer: PRE/PPR: B. Bouchard (N.S. 516)
 



ATTAC 41'ENT ONE
 

SCHEDULE
 

A. Purpose of Grant 

The purpose of this Grant is 
to conduct the 
seven target
countries 
(Jamaica, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Indonesia,
Thailand , Peru. and Sri Lanka) short seminars, lectures,
roundtable discussions and future site visits 
related to
problem solving in entrepreneurial activities.
 

B. Period of Grant
 

The effective date of this Grant is September 27, 
1982.
The date through which commitments can 
be made on this
Grant is September 26, 1984.
 

C. Amount of Grant and Payment
 

1. AID hereby obligates the amount of t255,426 forpurposes of this Grant. This represents the totalintended award and 
no 
further funding is anticipated.
 

2. Payment shall be made 
to the Grantee in accordance
with procedures set 
forth in Attachment 3 
- StandardProvision 7A, entitled "Payment-Federal Reserve
Letter of Credit (FRLC) Advance." 

The total obligated amount column under D.

"Financial Plan", 
 represents the total funds
authorized 
to be expended by the Grantee during the
period indicated. 
 Total grant expenditures shall
not exceed the grand total of the funds available.
Within the grand total, 
the Grantee may adjust line
item amounts as reasonably necessary for the
 
performance of the work 
. 

Financial reports 
shL.l be submitted to Project
Officer listed on 
second page of grant letter. The
final "SF-269-Financial Status Report" shall include
an 
attachment that shows expenditures for the grant

by line item.
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D. Financial 
Plan: 
 The following is the Financial 
Plan for this Grant. Revisions to this Plan shall
with Standard Provision of be made in accordance
this Grant, entitled 
*Revision of Financial 
Plan."
 

Total
 
Obligated 
 9/27/82 thru 9/26/84
 

Cost Element 
 Peru 
 Jamica 
 Ivory Coast 
 Kenya 
 Indonesia 
 Thailand
Travel 
 Sri Lanka
S 15,280 
 S 6,424 
 $ 19,444 
 $ 25,072 
 $21,364 
 $16,744
Per Diem $18,508
$ 14,204 
 $ 19,928 
 $ 18,656 
 $ 15,265 
 $18,444
Other Direct $16,536
C'sts $17,008
$ 1,679 
 $ 1,678 
 $ 1,67 
 $ 1,678 
 $ 1,679
Total $ 1,678 
 $ 1,678
$ 31,163 
 $ 28,030 
 $ 39,779 
 $ 42,015 
 $41,487 
 $34,958 
 $37,994
 

Grand Total 


$255,426
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E. Reporting and Evaluation
 

1. Following Phase I in each country the Grantee will
prepare a detailed scope for the program in thatrespective country which will include:
 

Potential participants
 

Sessions 
to be held
 

- Topics covered
 
- Types 	of sessions (seminars, lectures,
 

roundtable discussion) 
- Future visits 
- Other 

These will be reviewed with PRE prior to 
proceeding.
 

2. 	 The Grantee will prepare a summary report, intypewritten form of the program conducted in each 
country, including:
 

- Participants ( U.S. 
and host country)
 

- Sessions held
 

-
 Topics addressed
 

3. 	 Two copies of reports required herunder shall be
sent to 
the cognizant Program Office designated on
the second page of the grant letter two weeks after
phase I and within sixty days after Phase
 
II 
for each country. Two copies of each report
shall be submitted to 
the Office of Development
Information and Utilization, Bureau for Development
Support, Agency for International Development,

Washington, D.C. 20523. 
 The title page of all
 
reports 'forwarded shall include the grant number,
project number, as 
set forth on the second page of
the grant letter, and project title
 

F. Standard Provisions 

The Standard Provisions for Grants with Non Profit
organizations (dated 2/82 and attached as 
Attachment Three)
constitute 
the Standard Provisions of this Grant.
Alterations 
to these provisions dated 
7/82 are also
 
attached.
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G. Special Provisions 

The following Standard provisions 
are hereby deleted from

this 	grant.
 

5A. 	 Negotiated Overhead Rates 
- Predetermined5B. 	 Negotiated Overhead Rates 
- Nonprofit Organizations Other
Than Educational Institutions 

7B. 
 Payment - Periodic Advances
 
7C. Payment - Reimbursement
 

10B. Procurement of Goods and Services Over $250,000
11. 	 Local Cost Financing With U.S. 
Dollars
12. Government Furnished Excess Personal Property
13A. Title to 
and Use of Property (Grantee Title)
13B. Title to 
and Care of Property (U.S. Government Title)
13C. Title to 
and Care of Property (Cooperating Country Title)
16. 	 Voluntary Participation

17. 	 Prohibition on Abortion 
- Related Activities18. 	 Voluntary Participation Requirements for Sterilization
 

Programs
 
20. 	 Patents
 
26. 	 Participant Training

27. 
 Health and Accident Coverage for AID Participant Trainees
 



ATTACM ENT TWO 

PROGRM DESCRIPTION
 

A. Purpose: 

The purpose of this Grant is 
to conduct the 
seven target
countries 
(Jamaica, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Indonesia,
Thailand , Peru, and Sri Lanka) short seminars, lectures,
roundtable discussions and 
future site visits related to
problem solving in entrepreneurial activities.
 

B. Objective:
 

The objective is 
to bring together groups of key
entrepreneurs in 
selected developing countries to 
provide
the benefits of sessions 
on entreprenurial

problems-solving related to specific subjects utilizing
proven U.S. experts 
in new, start-up business ventures.
 

C. Implementation
 

The Grantee will implement the program as outlined below
and described in their unsolicitated proposal 
. That
proposal includes samples of past activities undertaken

by YPO which were similar in nature to
herein. the one proposed
The exact nature (e.g., format to be used in
each country) and topics 
to be addressed will vary by
country and must await visits 
to the countries by the

planning teams.
 

Utilizing experts from among its membershi
justification attached in Grantee proposal) 
(see
 
the YPO will
conduct programs in 
the following countries:
 

Jamaica
 
Ivory Coast
 
Kenya
 
Indonesia
 
Sri Lanka
 
Thailand 
Peru
 

Reports will be compiled as a result of phase I and will
be submitted 
to A.I.D. before Phase II 
is started. A
list of suggested attendees shall be 
included in Phase I
 
report.
 

At the beginning of the grant, 
two countries shall be
selected for the 
initial Phase I/II procedure. After the
process is completed for both phases 
for these two
countries and 
reports reviewed, the balance of the
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countries shall be completed. It is anticipated that Phase I
will take about 2 months, with an additional week for report
writing/discussions with AID, and 
then 4 months for Phase II.
 

In each country, YPO will work with an 
indigenous

institution recommended and approved by the 
respective

USAID Mission to do the following:
 

Phase I
 

Undertake planning visits 
(I - 2 person team) to
each of the countries listed to work with the 
indigenous institution selected to: 

- Identify problem areas to be addressed by the
 
follow-on YPO subjects team; 

- Determine appropriate methods to utilize in
 
providing the services 
- e.g., seminars, 
lectures, roundtable discussions; 

- Identify potential indigenous participants in 
the sessions; and
 

- Locate potential factories for site visits as
 
related to specific problem-solving.
 

Phase II
 

Follow-on YPO 6 
- 10 member teams to undertake

activities prescribed by planning teams in each of
the countries listed; 
5 - 10 day visits which may

include;
 

Seminars/lectures 
on particular topics of
 
interest/need to 
local entrepreneurs;
 

Roundtable discussions and;
 

On site factory visits to identify and suggest

potential resolution to production, management,

technology problems.
 

The examples attached in Grantee proposal illustrate the
types of activities which will be undertaken by YPO in
the countries selected. Additional detail will await the
planning visits. Following these visits, 
a detailed

outline of the topics addressed and sessions to be held
 
will be developed. 
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YPO GRANT EVALUATION
 



Backaround
 

Under Grant No. OTR-OOO1-G-SS-2299-O0, 
AID provided the Young
Presidents' Organization (YPO) with funds of 
$255,426 to conduct
short seminars, lectures, 
roundtable discussions and factory site
visits related to problem-solving in entrepreneurial 
activities.

This program was to be conducted in 
seven target countries:
Jamaica, Ivory 
Coast, Kenya, Indonesia, Thailand, Peru 
and Sri
Lanka. The period of the 
ori-ginal grant was September 27,
through September 26, 1984. The completion 

1982
 
date was later
extended to 
June 30, 1985 at no additional cost in order
compensate 
for a slow start-up. At the same 

to
 
time, the budget was
restructured and 
a line item for logistical support at $8,000 per
country was added. 
 The Ivory Coast project was cancelled after
initial reconnaissance; 
the Peru project was also cancelled. The
period of the grant was 
later extended further through January 31,
1986. 
 In May 1986, an additional amendment 
was requested to
extend the grant's completion date through April 30, 1987, and
increase the 
grant amount to $405,426. This extension would also
expand the program to f.ive additional countries: Nepal, Grenada,
Belize, Dominican Republic, and Costa Rica.
 

According to 
the grant program description, the YPO program's
objective is to "bring together groups 
of key entrepreneurs in
selected developing countries to provide the benefits of 
sessions
 on entrepreneurial problem-solving 
related to specific subject's
utilizing proven 
U.S. experts in new, 
start-up business ventures.
 

The grant rogram divides YPO's activities in each target country
into two 
p ases. In Phase 
I, a 1-2 person team performs a
planning visit 
to the country to. identify problem areas, determine
methods to be used in providing services, 
and identify potential
indigenous participants and factories for 
site visits. In Phase
II, 6-10 member YPO teams make visits of 5-10 days to
each perform

activities prescribed by the 
planning teams, 
to include seminars,
lectures, roundtable discussions, and/or on-site factory visits.

In each country, YPO works with 
an indigenous institution
 
recommended and approved by the 
country s AID Mission.
 

ARTICLE I - TITLE
 

Young Presidents' Organization (YPO) Grant Evaluation
 

ARTICLE II - PURPOSE 

The purpose is to the
evaluate effectiveness of the 
Young
Presidents' Organization (YPO) in fulfilling the objectives 
of

Grant No. ()TR-O0Ol-G-SS-2299-O0 (September 27, 
1982 through
September 26, 1184, amended 
to extend through April 30, 1987).
The evaluation should provide 
information 
to help PRE determine
 
future direction and funding of YPO.
 



ARTICLE III - SCOPE 
OF WORK
 

Study AoDroach: The evaluation 
team will conduct interviews and
researcn to include 
the following: interviews with 
YPO team
leaders and participants; with YPO 
New York staff regarding
management strategy 
and operations; with host-country project
participants; and with representatives of indigenous counterpartassociations. Interviews will 
also be conducted with AID Mission
representatives involved in counterpart selection and otherliaison activities 
for YPO projects, and with AID/Washington
personnel responsible for monitoring 
the YPO program. Researchwill include review of 
available documentation, including but 
not
restricted to the following: scopes of work prepared by YPO for
each project in preparation for Phase 
II activities; 
team summary

reports; and.YPO's final report.
 

The evaluation team will assess the pilot program, providingsupport documentation and analyses, 
in each of the following areas:
 

A. Achievement of 
Principal Objectives
 

I. Entrepreneurial Activities 

Analyze the extent of entrepreneurial activity generated by YPOteam visits, in the form of 
new business activities, or other
 
enterprise promoti on
 

Describe current status and activities of local counterpart
organizations created 
or utilized by YPO. 

2. Educational Activities
 

Describe the extent 
 and effectiveness of YPO's activities in (a)transmitting specific entrepreneurial knowledge and (b) maximizingexposure of host-country entrepreneurs to YPO team members. 

B. Management of Project Tasks 

Provide information to answer the following questions, with
 
supporting analyses.
 

1. Recruitment/Orientation 

Were the team leaders recruited familiar with the constraints ofconducting entrepreneurial activities in the target countries?Were team members' skills matched with the needs identified inreconnaissance visits? 
 Did teams include an appropriate mixture
of skills to enable them to respond to the varied needs of the 
country projects? 



2. Planning Activities (Phase I)
 

Analyze the effectiveness of YPO's strategy and operations inmanaging the 
program's planning activities, with attention to the
 
following questions:
 

Were selections of indigenous counterpart organizations

appropriate and accomplished in coordination with AID Missions?
 
Did utilization of YPO chapters as indigenous counterparts prove
an effective vehicle for project activities? Was Phase 1 timing

sufficient for the as-signed tasks 
of identifying problem areas,

indigenous participants, and sites for factory visits? 

3. Imolementation (Phase II) 

Which of 
the various methods utilized by YPO teams (seminars,

discussions, case studies, etc.) were proven to most
be 

effective? Provide description and analysis of materials and
agenda which were most successful in fulfilling the program's
objective of transmitting solutions 
for entrepreneurial problems.

Were the grant's reoorting requirements regularly fulfilled?
 

C. AID Cross-Cutting Evaluation Issues 

To the extent feasible, the evaluation team will address the

cross-cutting issues 
established by AID/PPC/CDIE, January 1986, by

briefly responding to appropriate questions on Sustainability,

Women in Development, and Impact on Environment.
 

ARTICLE IV - REPORTS 

This evaluation 
should determine whether the objectives of the YPO
Program have been accomplished in the 
projects achieved to date.
 
Upon completion of and
research interviews, the evaluators will
provide oral de-briefings 
to AID and YPO personnel, describing

their preliminary findings. 

Within two weeks following this preliminary de-briefing, the 
contractor will prepare and provide 12 copies of 
a draft report,

in a format to be agreed upon 
with the evaluation project

officer. This shouldreport describe the evaluation's findings

and provide supporting analyses, conclusions and recommendations.

The draft reports will be circulated a:iong AID and YPO personnel

for their review and comments. Two weeks will be allowed for thisreview. Based on the review, further research and analysis may be
 
directed as needed. Two weeks will be allowed 
for this activity.

The contractor will 
then prepare 12 copies of a revised draft for
 



a second review. Two weeks after receipt by 
PRE of this revised
 
draft, comments will be returned to 
the contractor. Subsequently

the contractor will have 
two weeks in which to provide 12 copies

of a final report, incorporating the comments of the reviewers.
 
One of these copies will 
be on 8 1/2 X 10 1/2 paper, unbound and
 
of letter quality suitable for duplication.
 

ARTICLE V - RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
 

The AID project officer is Carolyn F. Weiskirch, PRE/PR, Room 3311
 
NS, tel 647-5624.
 

ARTICLE V! - TERM OF PERFORMANCE 

Estimated starting date is September 25, 1986 and estimated 
completion date is January 24, 1987. The evaluation will require

the following travel: Jamaica, 6 days; Kenya, 
7 days; Indonesia, 9 
days. A seven-day work week is authorized for the period of 
travel . 

ARTICLE VII - WORK DAYS ORDERED
 

Development/Management Specialist 
 48 days

Private Sector Analyst 43 days 
TOTAL days 
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LIST OF INDIVIDUALS/ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED
 



INTERVIEWS IN INDONESIA
 

H. Mataram, Director, Bali Chamber of Commerce and Industry

J. Susila, Bali Chamber of Commerce and Industry
 

H. Sajuto, Chairman, Usaha Trisakti Group
 

D. Motik 
Pramono, President, Indonesian Business Women's Association
 

Netty B. Rianto, President, Klinik Specialis/Apotik "RETNA"
 

James W. Castle, Business Advisory Indonesia
 
Mark A. Edleson, Business Advisory Indonesia
 

Larry Sukanda, Business Development Group, P.T. INDULEXCO
 

Vera Mewengkang, President, P.T. Sarana Komputer Utama
 
Franklin J. Kline, P.T. Sarana Komputer Utama
 

I.G.M. Oka, Managing Director, Bank Dagang Bali
 

Suryo B. Sulisto, President, Satmarindo
 
Peter Coen, Satmarindo
 

Kathleen Goodman, Institut Pengembangan Manajemen Indonesia
 

Paul Waters, Commercial Counselor, U.S. Embassy
 

D. (Terry) Myers, Project Development Officer, USAID Mission
 



INTERVIEWS IN COLOMBO, SRI LANKA
 

Mano Selvanathan, Director, Sri Krishna and various other companies 

Ruzly Hussain, Director, various companies
 

M.D. Pathmasiri Dias, Director, Small Business Promotion Institute
 

Stephen Wade, formerly Regional Vice President, Mellon Bank - Sri Lanka
 

C. Anton Balasuriya, Managing Director, Sri Lanka Business Development 
Centre
 

Rohini De Silva and Mark A. Conley, Principals with law firm Conley & De
 
Silva
 

G.C.B. Wijeyesinghe, Partner, Chartered Accountants Ford, Rhodes, Thornton 
& Co.
 

S.S. Jayawickrama, Secretary, Ceylon Chamber of Commerce 

Moksevi R. Prelis, Director, Development Finance Corporation of Ceylon. 

James J. Barnes, Commercial Attache, U.S. Embassy
 

R. Kandasamy, Commercial Specialist, U.S. Embassy
 

Alexander W. Shapleigh, Project Development Officer, USAID Mission
 

Robert Chase, Director, USAID Mission
 



INTERVIEWS IN KINGSTON, JAMAICA
 

Jamaica National Investment Promotion Limited (JNIP):
 

Corrine McLarty, Managing Director
 

Peter D. Martin, Director, International Division
 

Ambrose DaCosta, Sr. Director, Economic Development Division
 

Carol A. Rose, Sr. Economic Development Executive
 

M. Erskine, Sr. Public Relations Executive
 

Delroy F. Lindsay, Deputy Executive Director, Private Sector Organisation 

of Jamaica (PSOJ)
 

Geoffrey Messado, Managing Director, Gem Furniture Company
 

Cecil L. Wynter, Managing Director, Caribbean Candlelight Co., Ltd.
 

R. Anthony Williams, Managing Director, CandleJamaica Corporation Limited 

Charton Ferguson, Chairman, Shanelle Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
 

Sharlene Sleem, Managing Director, Satisfaction Sewn Products, Ltd.
 

Una Black, Managing Director, Unitex Export, Ltd.
 

Ralstin N. Smith, Chairman, Apparel Export International, Ltd. 

John Marzonca, Marzonca Group, Ltd.
 

G. Hamilton, Assistant to the President, College of Arts, Science and
Technology; also Secretary, Council 
for Management Development
 

George Briggs, President, Administrative Staff College, and
Deputy Chairman, Council for Management Development 

Dorothy Black, Economic Counselor, U.S. Embassy
 

Franklin Gillano, Commercial Attache, U.S. Embassy
 

Talbot Penner, USAID Mission
 

Dehra Wahlberg, USAID Mission
 



A.I.D. WASHINGTON, D.C. 
INTERVIEWS
 

Russell 
Anderson, Director, Office of Project Development
 

Andrea Bauman, Former Project Officer
 

Malcolm Novins, Former Project Officer
 

Sande Reinhardt, Project Officer 

David Rybak, USAID Officer in Jamaica during YPO programs
 

YOUNG PRESIDENTS' ORGANIZATION
 

INTERVIEWS
 

Members and Staff
 

Lawrence Andrews 
 Jonathan Green
 

Robert Black 
 Carol Velander
 

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS
 

MEMBERS
 

Michael Berolzheimer 
 Gary Rappaport
 

William Cassell 
 Robert Reed
 

Jim Dodson 
 Jon Shone
 

Mark Gitomer 
 Frances Todd Stewart
 

Sheldon Monsein Marvin Walter 

Ted Pincus 
 David Wechsler
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EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES
 



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR YOUNG PRESIDENTS' ORGANIZATION
 
SEMINAR ATTENDEES
 

Activity (ies) attended:
 
Dates:
 

How and when did you hear about the YPO Program?
 

Was the notice timely and complete?
 
Please explain.
 

How could the notice be improved?
 

Was the program location convenient and comfortable?
 
Please explain.
 

Did you pay to attend the program? How much?
 

Was the program worth the 
cost to you?
 
Please explain.
 

Please answer 
the following questions and briefly explain your

answers:
 

Was the meeting or 
other activity well-organized and well-run?
 

What did you 
like best about the program?
 

What did you 
like least about the program?
 

Did you have any problems understanding the material presented?
 

Was there a language problem?
 

Was the presentation appropriate to 
local problems and needs?
 

Were there problems in hearing or 
seeing the presentations?
 

Was there any hand-out material 
included in the presentations?
 

If not, would it 
have helped you understand or remember what
 
was covered in the program?
 

Were the program leaders knowledgeable on the subject?
 

Did they present the material well?
 

Were they cooperative and helpful?
 



Were the program r'eaders knowledgeable concerning the local
 

investment climate and business community?
 

Were.they aware of cultural aspects of the country?
 

Did the program meet your expectations?
 

Did you learn useful techniques which you have been able to use
 
in your business?
 

Did you train or teach others anything you learned from the
 
program?
 

Did you change your business approach as the result of the
 
program? 
 For example, did you change your management style,

business structure, or organization?
 

Did you make 
new contacts with other local businessmen or
 
government officials during the program which have been useful
 
to you?
 

Do you think that there are many individuals who could benefit
 
from attending such a program in the future?
 

Have you had any continuing contact with the YPO leaders?
 
If yes  with whom, and for what reason?
 
If no - did you want continuing contact with them?
 

Did you attempt or succeed in developing any business dealings

with program participants, or with others you met through their
 
contacts?
 

How would you change the program for individuals attending for
 
the first time?
 
What would you like to have covered in a follow-up program for
 
yourself?
 

Would you like to attend another YPO program?
 

Would you recommend the program to others?
 

Any additional comments you would like to make regarding the
 
YPO program:
 

.7 



QUESTIONS FOR A.I.D. MISSION/EMBASSY
 

What contacts did YPO have with your office prior to presenting its
 
program in the country?
 

What YPO activities did you attend, help to organize, or otherwise have
 
contact with?
 

What was 
the process used by YPO to select or create its counterpart
 
organization in the country?
 

Was that selection appropriate, in your opinion?
 

If so, why?
 

If not, why not?
 

Was there good coordination and communication between YPO and the
 
counterpart organization?
 

What is the current status of the counterpart organization?
 

What effect, if any, did the YPO activity have on it?
 

What opinions were expressed by local participants regarding the YPO
 
activities?
 

Was YPO "groundwork" in preparation for the program adequate?
 

Ifyou observed more than one type of YPO activity, such as a seminar

and a small-group discussion, which did you feel 
to be most effective?
 

What activities were least effective?
 

In your opinion, what did the YPO team members see as 
the purpose of
 
the program?
 

Please rate the YPO team members who you observed, or with whom you had
 
contact, in the following areas. Please explain each answer briefly.
 

Did their skills match the needs of the local participants?
 

Were they well 
prepared for the seminars and other activities
 
which they presented?
 

Were they knowlegeable concerning the local investment climate
 
and business community?
 

Were they aware of cultural aspects of the country?
 



What suggestions would you give to 
improve the orientation YPO members

receive prior to participating in these programs?
 

What percentage of the YPO activity was devoted to traditional seminars,
site visits, and the like, and what percentage to more informal activity,

such as discussions of possible joint ventures?
 

Was the length of time of the YPO program appropriate?
 

Did the substance of the seminar and/or other activity you observed meet

the local participants' needs?
 

What was 
the extent of contact between YPO team leaders and members and
the A.I.D. mission and/or Embassy during their activity in the country?
 

Would you recommend -.re coordination between YPO and the mission or
 
Embassy? Please explain your answer.
 

Are you aware of any ongoing joint ventures or business dealings or other
follow-up between YPO team members and local 
businessmen? Please explain
 
your answer.
 

In your opinion, what are the best aspects of the YPO program?
 

In what ways do you think the YPO program might be improved?
 

Would you recommend another YPO activity in this country?
 

How would you suggest it be structured?
 

Do you have any other comments or suggestions regarding the YPO program?
 

0)
 



QUESTIONS FOR LOCAL COUNTERPART ORGANIZATION OR YPO CHAPTER
 

How was your organization contacted to 
participate in the YPO
 
program?
 

Did YPO supply your organization with timely information
 
regarding the program as 
needed for your planning?
 

Was there good coordination between 
the YPO and your
 
organization?
 

Ho, has your organization changed since the YPO program in your
 
country?
 

How many active members does your organization currently have?
 

In your opinion, was YPO "groundwork" in preparation for 
the
 
program adequate?
 

Was local promotion for 
the YPO visit effective and informative?
 

Were there any problems encountered with start-up of the YPO
 
program?
 

Was attendance as expected, and were 
attendees at appropriate
 
management levels?
 

Were meeting locations good?
 

In cases where factories were selected for site visits 
or other

problem-solving activities, were those 
selections appropriate?
 

Was adequate time allowed for carrying out 
the activities which
 
made up the program?
 

What did you feel was the purpose of the YPO program presented
 
in your country?
 

Which of the different YPO activities, for example, seminars 
or
 
one-on-one meetings, did you feel 
to be most effective?
 

Which activities were 
least effective?
 

Did the content of the YPO's presentations address the
 
attendees' needs?
 



Please rate the .YPO team members whom you observed in the
following areas. 
 Please explain each answer briefly.
 

Did their skills match the needs of the local participants in
 
the program?
 

Were they well prepared for 
the seminars and other activities
presente?
 

WeFe they knowledgeable regarding the local 
investment climate
 

and business community?
 

Were they aware of cultural aspects of the country?
 

What suggestions would you give 
to improve the orientation YPO
members receive prior to presenting programs such as 
these?
 
Did your organization or 
individual program participants
 
request follow-up from YPO?
 

What follow-up has occurred?
 

To your knowledge, did any of the program participants develop
joint ventures or other business ventures with YPO members
 
after the program?
 

In your opinion, what are 
the best aspects of the YPO program?
 

in what ways do you think the YPO program might be improved?
 

Would your organization like to participate in another YPO
 
activity?
 

How would you suggest it be structured?
 

Do you have any other comments or suggestions regarding the YPO
 
program?
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Evaluation of PRE Bureau Grant
 
To
 

Young Presidents Organization
 
Questionnaire 
tor 	V0.O Proqram Attendees
 

This questionnaire is in reference to: 
(please check one)
 

a. ,- . _.4 'rogram" 
b. The _986 YPO program 
c. 
 Both the 1984 and 1986 programs 

1. 	How and when did you learn about 
the 	YPO Program?
 

2. 	 Was the meeting or other activity you attended
 
well-organized and well-run?
 

3. 	 Did you understand the material presented?
 

a. If there was a problem, please describe it.
 

b. Did the presentations relate 
to local problems and
 
conditions?
 



4. Was there hand-out material included in 
the presentations?
 

a. 	 If sC, was it complete and useful? 

b. 	 If not, 
would it have helped you understand or

remember what was 
covered in the program?
 

5. Please answer the following quest ions e a'-d ing t 11 
program leaders:
 

a. 
 Were they knowledgeable regarding the subjects of
 
their presentations?
 

b. 	 Did they present the material well?
 

c. 	 Were they knowledgeable concerning the local
 
investment climate and business community?
 



d. 
 Were they aware of cultural aspects of 
the counLry?
 

6. 	Was the program material relevant 
to your needs?
 

a. 
 What did you find most useful about the program?
 

i. ....
91"- . " ' L £'' ILIi ±eas L usefulY 

7. 
Did the program meet your expectations?
 

8. 
Did you learn useful techniques which you have been able to
 use 
in your business?
 

a. 
 Please explain.
 



9. 	 Did you change any of your approaches to business as a
 
result of the program, such as your management style,
 
business structure, its organization, an so forth?
 

a. 2lease explain;
 

10. 	Did you make new contacts during the program with other
 
local businessmen or Government officials that have been
 
useful?
 

a. Please explain.
 

11. 	 i you hcy~ve any continuing contacts with the YPO leaders?
 

a. 
 I- yes, with whom and for what reason?
 



b. If no, did you wish to have them?
 

12. 	Did you attempt or succeed in Developing any business
 
dealings with program participants, or as a result of the
 
program?
 

a. Please explain.
 

Attendee's Name
 

Attendees Firm
 

Date Form Completed_
 



AGENDA
 

Meeting at YPO Headquarters
 

Friday, December 19, 1986
 
9:15 AM
 

AGENDA: TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION
 

1) Background on YPO Involvement with This Grant 

What was YPO interest in AID Grant? 

Other projects of a similar nature
 

What are typical YPO projects? 

2) Organization of the YPO
 

Charter/history 

Membership
 

Committees
 

Executive office
 

3) The Executive Office
 

Responsibilities
 

Staff 

Duties administering AID Grant
 

Were grant requirements normal routine?
 



Agenda - Meeting at YPO Headquarters Page 2
 
Friday, December 19, 1986 - 9:15 AM
 

4) YPO Understanding of AID Grant 

Responsibility for effort between Phases I and II 

Responsibility for changes made in agenda formats 

Internal YPO review of progress on Grant 

5) Role of Jonathan Green 

Role within YPO organization 

Role administering the Grant 

How did his role evolve or change? 

6) Responsibility for Staffing Each Mission 

How was it accomplished? 
Selection/qualifications 
Country needs/requirements 

Communication with country about YPO participants 

Coordination among YPO before each mission 
What was done 
Is this normal procedure? 
Role coordination responsibility 

7) Responsibility for the Meetings 

Organization 

Attendance 
Invitations/record of attendance 

Eva 1ua ti on 

8) Responsibility for Mission Follow-up 

Immediately following 

Inquiries 

Later contacts with assisting organizations 
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9) Executive Office Role
 

Jamaica
 
Why was the mission so different?
 
Role in follow-up education meeting


How was it conceived/planned?
 
How did it proceed?

How was it received?
 
Results achieved
 

Other missions 
Follow-up visits after mission
 

Purpose
 
What was achieved
 

Format changes in missions
 
Who was responsible?
 
Why was it done?
 
Who reviewed changes within YPO organization?
 

YPO chapters established after missions 
Where
 
Membership
 

10) Kenya II Mission
 

Program presented
 

Attendees
 

Results/evaluation forms
 

How did it vary from Kenya I
 

Follow-up plans for Kenya II
 

Executive Office involvement, if any
 

11) YPO Assessment of AID Objectives
 

Did program contribute to YPO?
 

Were the missions successful?
 
Specific highlights and successes
 

Does YPO want continued involvement?
 
On what basis?
 
With what objectives? 



Agenda - Meeting at YPO Headquarters 
Friday, December 19, 1986 - 9:15 AM 

Page 4 

12) YPO Interactions 

AID-Washington 

AID-various countries 

Local country organizations 

13) YPO Allocation of AID Resources (if appropriate 

Spending by country 
Planning costs 
Mission costs 
Follow-up costs 
Services other than YPO members 

to AID) 
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Young Presidents' Organization A Profile
 



An Organization Exclusively for Young

Business Leaders
 
The Young Presidents' Organization is designed 
to educate and foster idea exchange among its 
members, each of whom has reached a high level 
of individual accomplishment. 

The Organization consists of respected young 
executives who lead some of the world's largest
and most influential manufacturing, financial 
and service organizations. 

YPO's success as an educational forum for such a 
high-level and sophisticated membership lies in 
the fact that it is member run. With the assistance 
of a professional staff, members design programs 
to meet their special needs. 

YPO is a totally unique forum which transcends
 
national boundaries and offers its members
 
ongoing opportunities to exchange ideas with
 
peers around the world.
 

The History of Success 
YPO measures its success by the effectiveness of 
its educational activities for business leaders. 
The YPO tradition has been to provide important 
programs focusing on all aspects of professional life. 

The Genesis 

In 1950, a group of successful, young chief 
executives gathered in New York to discuss how 
best to face the responsibility and challenges of 
corporate executive life. These business leaders 
exchanged ideas and friendship and, in doing so, 
established the core of the Young Presidents' 
Organization. This first meeting set the tone for 
the future. 



The Organization Today 

% of Total
Age 

3 4 veirsorless e 

S-39 years 20finance
4(1-44 '.ears4 ears 44i or 44nd32 

EduLcato) 
I ess than college 9(.olllige (iraduare

Mlasters Degree 

51•
 
34 


l),,cto<ral Degree 
 6 

1)pe of Business 
.\anufLcturing 35 
Rctail or Wholesale I'I
(i instruction 11 

Uiiiancc 9 
Ser%ice Industry 1S 

Natural Resources -

Tr,insprn
O)ther 3
6 

Sales Volume 

Uider S5 million 
 6 
S5-S 14 million 31 
S i-S 24 million 17525-S49 million 16S5j-S99 million 11Si (1() milli or more 19IAverage millions S39.9 

Number of Employees 

99 and under 
 23 
1I00-499 47 
.501 or more 30 
Average Number 343 

The spirit of camaraderie that prevailed ,tthatfirst meeting continues today on an international 
level. Now over 4.600 members, representing
95 chapters and 50 countries, gather together on 
local and international levels to discuss their 
concerns as leaders of major businesses, 

The membership isdrawn from a truly diverse 

business spectrum. Represented in YPO are 
iembership
Individuals involved in manufacturing, wholesale 
and retail, construction, transportation, brokerage, 

and other service ihdustries. The a~erage
sales volume of their companies is US 540
million, and the average number of employees is
343. Over half of the membership is involved inbusiness on an internationarscale. Approximately
78 percent of members' firms are privately owned. 

The result isan unparalleled global network of 
professional knowledge and experience in which
each member participates and from which eachmember benefits. 

Membership and the Organization
There isa high level of participation in all YPO 
activities because the Organization's dedication to 
individual excellence and leadership reflects the 
membership itself. 

Importance of the Chapter
Local chapters are the foundation and the corner
stone upon which the entire Organization rests. 
They are the base from which participation begins. 

Each chapter isan autonomous unit with elected

officers who are responsible for tailoring local

activities and ensuring member participation.
 

Chapters participate in or host area activities.
 
Areas are groups of chapters within geographical

regions designated by the Board of Directors.
 
Currently, there are 11 areas: eight in North 
Amcrica, and one each in Europe, the Trans-
Pacific and Latin America/The Caribbean. 

The Board of Directors and International Office 
The governing councils of each area are composed
of chapter representatives who nominate members 
to the Board of Directors. The Board oversees the 
general operation of YPO, and is responsible for 



ensuring that the Organization live!, up to its 
goals and objectives. The Board elects the inter-
natiOnal offticers who oversee the programs and 
actiVities of the Organization. 

Also under the auspices of the Board isthe 
litcriatomal Office. This professional staff is 
located in New 'York City with offices in Geneva 
arid Hong Kong. .lembers of thle stiff assureboth the smooth and efficient operation of the
()rganti at ion and of the many YPO-sponsored 

events worldwide. The staff provides training and 
other assistance to chapter officers to help 
guarantee succeSsful l)cal programs. 

Membership Requirements 

Every candidate must meet rigorous standards 
for admittance into YPO and demonstrate 

outstanding leadership qualities. The specific
 
criteria for membership are extensive, and there
 
are no exceptions. Before an candidate isaccepted,
YN)must ascertain that certain quantitative 
levels of success have been attained, 

e Every candidate must have become president 
or chairman and chief executive officer prior to 
the 40th birthday. The title managing director 
mav apply outside of the continental United States. 
.Applications mr..,be submitted until age 44. 
* An applicant's firm, if it is a manufacturing 
company or division, must produce annual gross

sales of at least US S4 million. 


* If the applicant's company is a financial 
institution, average annual assets of US .80 
million must be demonstrated, 

e If the business is an agency-type organization 
(i.e. brokerage house, travel agency), annual 
commissions or fees (net revenues) of US $2.5 
million must be shown. 

* Regardless of the prospective candidate's type
of business, there must be no fewer than 50 full-
time staff on the payrol, 

YPO is concerned with developing the totality of 
every member, so it must view the potential of 
each applicant. Each candidate must exhibit 
integrity in both personal and business affairs. An 
abiding belief in self-imprmement is a necessary
ingredient for successful entry into the Organization. 
And a willingness to embrace the YPO concept 
and its program iscritical. There is no financial 
net worth requirement for membership. Upon
admission, the new member enjoys full privileges 
and accepts the responsibilities of joining this 
exclusive neNvork. 
As a peer-run organization, members' active 
participation and their commitment to YPO goals 
is key to everyone's success. Local chapters havelittle interest in candidates who are not highly

motivated about their involvement in the
 
Organization.
 

The Global Network 
The Organization's greatest strength is its broad 
international scope. The process of understanding 

the complexity of business today is facilitated 
greatly by the integration of YPO chapters into
 
one worldwide network.
 
Many members find that their participation in
 
this network is one of the most beneficial and
 
rewarding facets of their careers. 

Education Programs and Activities 
Chief executives are always spearheQi'ing new 
benefit programs to compensate employees or 
enhance productivity. As members, chief executive 
officers are on the receiving end - enjoying 
valuable educational Lcnefits created to help them 
as business leaders. 
YPO offers a unique, comprehensive agenda of 
educational and other fulfilling programs 
throughout the year at the chapter, area and 
international levels. 



Chapter Meetings 

Chapter meetings are the primary platforms and 
are held on an average of ten times per year. 
While there isno set format for these meetings, 
the common thread isidea exchange and education. 

Through meetings, members are able to discuss 
problems that may affect their businesses. There 
are also formal presentations on topical business 
issues, discussions on relevant case studies, and 
visits to members' companies and plants. There 
areiremanyanyhatiesactivities which the member caninin wich tin 

Presidents' Forum 

The Presidents' Forum represents YPO's ultimate 
ea exchange medium , and has often been 

described as the essence of the Organization. The 
forum consists of small groups of chapter members 
who serve as apersonal and confidential advisory 


board of peers for each member of the group. Its 
purpose is to provide participating members with 
objective advice and support on any issue or 
problem they encounter. It has the capability to 
enlighten participants and to add new perspectives 
to each individual's understanding of his or her 
business and the role of the chief executive. The 
proceedings of the Presidents' Forum are strictly 
confidential. As aproblem solving group, this is 
an excellent way to face the challenges of 
executive life. 

Area Conferences 

Area conferences are annual meetings hosted by
individual chapters of an area on a rotational 
basis. Normally, three to four days long with an 
average attendance of 200, the conferences center 
(nbusiness, geopolitical and personal development 
topics. Well-known speakers add their insights to

topics and focused sessions allow for idea 
exchange among members from chapters of the 
area holding the conference, as well as with 
guests from outside the area. 

Seminars 

YPO seminars are focused programs for idea 
exchange on specific topics. In these seminars, 
usually lasting three days, small groups analyze 
issues ranging from management skills to economic 
concerns. Seminar formats differ. Some can take 
the form of a week-long course at a leading
graduate school of business; others are organizedarodae lan business Alhers are 
around travel and business. All seminars are
 
designed to expand and complete the corporate 
executive. They are led by the best professionalsthe subject areas concerned, and many times 
this means fellow YPO members. 

Universities for Presidents 
Universities are at the apex of the Organization's 
progr s sr l i o re a t e al ma 


programs. Held several times annually in major
world capitals, the university isaweek-long
 
program of educational events. As a focal point
 
for young presidents from all over the world, the
 
event can attract more than 1,000 participants. 
Over 50 recognized experts, including world leaders 
corporate iants and renowned academictans take 
parr and discuss a wide range oTissu e Tb- 7s
no better opportunity for members to immerse 
themselves in an educational program, discover a 
new culture and join a ne"work of peers. 
Universities also are sponsored for members and 
thirfiies ase onsae onceptbes a 
their families. Based on the same concept as a
 
university for presidents, a family university is a 
week-long program featuring avariety of speakers 
who are experts in areas of interest to all age groups. 

State-of-the-Art Communications 
YPO keeps members in touch with one another 

through innovative programs that utilize the Lte t 
technology. 

An extensive collection of educational video .ind 
audiotapes recorded at various seminars, universi:,ics 
and area conferences isavailable through a tape 



distribution program. Members can participate in 
important lectures and presentations they may 
have missed, review those programs which were
especially helpful and interesting or enhance skills 
of their employees by sharing these programs 

Special video and audiotapes also have been 
recorded on selected topics, covering an outstanding 
panorama of business and economic related 

Through their personal computers, members in 
most countries throughout the world can pairticipate 
in the YPO Data Network. This exclusive 
computer network has electronic mail capacity, 
electronic conferencing facilities, and access to the 
"0 Faculty Data Bank (aspeakers bureau), a 
-.,siness opportunities directory through which 

members with similar business interests can 
communicate, the YPO Bulletin Board and other 

interesting services. 


Videoconferencing via satellite has been 
introduced as a format for chapters around the 
world to participate in discussions with renowned 
international figures. The success of this 
undertaking has led to expanded use of video-
conferencing. 

Enwerprise'andBriefing 

Enterpriseand Briefingare the Organization's 
main membership publications. 

The magazine Enterpriseoffers members 
informative articles on business problems and 
economic trends written by qualified members, 
industry experts and decision makers. 

Brieting, issued ten times ayear, informs members 
of the latest YPO events, programs and news. 

addition, many chapters and areas provide 
,iely newsletters to keep members in touch 

locally and regionally, forming acomprehensive 
publication program serving the membership's 
wide-ranging needs. 

Service to Members 
The Organization's professional staff isavailable 
to assist in the development process and shouldbe consulted prior to launching any endeavor. 
Guidance, strategy, materials, liaison with 
appropriate officers and members, and 
administrative support can be provided. 
As soon as anew chapter isapproted, it receives 
both the privileges and responsibilities of being 
part of the Organization's network. Its members 
then can be involved in all existing local, regional 
and international programs. 

Young Presidents' Organization, Inc. 
52Vndrbilenue 

ner, Ne k 1 
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International Telex: 422271 YPO UI 
YPO European Office 
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International Telex: 28136 YPO CH 
YPO Trans-Pacific Office 
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Appendix F
 

INDONESIA CASE STUDY
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

The YPO program in Indonesia consisted of management theory and practice 
seminars, a case study, a venture capital fund project, and efforts to 
create an internship program for Indonesian executives to work in American
 
business. The full program was presented in Jakarta. The YPO team also 
made one-day presentations on management theory and practice in
 
Yogyakarta, Surabaya, and Denpasar, Bali. 
 The program included several
 
informal social occasions at which Indonesian executives could meet team 
members individually to exchange 
ideas regarding enterprise development.
 
The Agenda for the YPO Phase II program is attached to this Appendix as 
Exhibit I.
 

The YPO Indonesia team visited forleader Jakarta the Phase I planning 
visit in July 1983. A ten-member YPO team presented the Phase II imple
mentation program from October 31 
to November 11, 1983.
 

I. METHODOLOGY AND CONSTRAINTS
 

The evaluators, accompanied by an A.I.D./PRE representative, visited 
Indonesia from November 10 to Novemher 17, 1986 to assess the effective
ness of the 
1983 YPO programs. The evaluators spent two days in Denpasar 
and the rest of their time in Jakarta. The program assessment presented 
here corresponds to the topics stated in the Scope of Work (Appendix B).
 

The evaluators interviewed 13 host-country nationals who participated in 
the visit either as attendees or as representatives of the counterpart 
organization. USAID Mission staff, the U.S. Commercial Counselor, private
 
business consultants in Jakarta, and 
an individual involved in providing
 
technical assistance to related A.I.D.-funded private enterprise develop
ment programs were also interviewed.
 



A major study constraint was the time lapse of three years since the YPO 
program took place, causing some problems with recollections of inter
viewees. This recall problem is understandable, particularly when the 
program itself was so brief. Some key host-country participants were not 
available during the evaluators' visit. A complete advance list of 
participants was not available theto evaluators. Exit questionnaires
prepared by the YPO and filled out by host-country participants after 
certain parts of the YPO program were not available. Language was a 
barrier to effective interviews on about five occasions, particularly in 
Bali. Finally, the evaluators recognize that the emphasis in Indonesian 
culture on consensus and verbal politeness may have affected the answers 
given by some most-country interviewees.
 

III. ACHIEVEMENT OF PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES
 

A. Entrepreneurial Activities 

1. Entrepreneurial Activity Generated 

The main thrust of the YPO program for generating entrepreneurial activity 
in Indonesia was joint capitala venture fund, developed as an experi
mental project, to which 
 selected Indonesians and the YPO team members
 
each contributed half total
the capital of $30,000. It was intended that
 
the fund would be invested in a small local 
 venture that would generate 
some modest return for 
the investors. 
 Among other possibilities consid
ered for use of the fund awas shrimp farming investment, for which a 
business plan was drafted. Plans for 
the fund did not provide for any
 
formal management nor 
did the fund size allow for it. The fund was
 
liquidated and all monies were returned approximately six months after the 
YPO program ended when no suitable projects had been identified.
 

According to all parties involved, including USAID staff, 
this fund was a
 
useful learning device. The YPO was educated about the constraints of 
establishing new ventures 
in Indonesia, and the Indonesians learned about
 
the outlook and requirements of U.S. investors. The mere establishment of 
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the fund indicates the large degree of trust built between the YPO teamand Indonesian participants during the YPO's short visit.
 

To date, other
no tangible new business activities have arisenof the YPO as a resultactivity, although several sincere efforts have been made toestablish businesses. 
 One YPO member had handicraft
for samples sent topossible resale in her

the U.S. Concern about quality controlthis possibility has heldin abeyance. Other efforts
possible are ongoing, including ajoint venture in Bali to grow and export vanilla beans. Thispossibility involves a U.S. YPO team member and Indonesian business people
introduced to him by the Indonesian YPO chapter.
 

Other business 
 and social contacts are continuing. These include visitsby host-country participants in the program to the U.S.Indonesia by and visits toformer 
team members. 
 These contacts 
may result in new
business activities in the future. 

Almost all 
the 
Indonesians interviewed recognized the 
difficulty of
promoting new enterprises in the often changing host-country regulatoryand economic climate. 
 They were impressed with the degree of trust established between Indonesians the YPO team on aand short visit. Trust wasregarded by all those interviewed as a vital element in joint enterprise
promotion in Indonesia.
 

Almost all Indonesians interviewed said it was not clear to themtime of the at theYPO program that funds were not available forof possible new 
formal follow-upbusiness activities. 
While initially disappointed by this
fact, several host-country entrepreneurs with substantial businessests adjusted well interto pursuing follow-up 
on an individual
their interest basis, showingin the YPO and its program. Host-country business peoplewith smaller firms did not pursue follow-on efforts due to financial 

constraints. 

USAID staff indicated that a side benefit of the YPO activity was theassistance the Mission received from the YPO team in analyzing its program
for enterprise development, particularly in the venture capital area.
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2. 	 Status and Activity of Host-Country Counterpart 
Organization 

The host-country counterpart organization was the Indonesia YPO Chapter, 
which was in place prior to the YPO team visits. There have been no 
measurable changes its statusin and activities since the YPO program took 
place. The Indonesia YPO Chapter now has about twelve members, which is 
the same size at time of the inas the program 1983. Some new members 
joined as a direct result of the program, thereby broadening the YPO's 
base in the host-country business community according to USAID staff. The 
Indonesia YPO Chapter has not been involved further in A.I.D.-funded 
efforts for new enterprise promotion.
 

B. 	 Educational Activities
 

1. 	Transmission of Entrepreneurial Knowledge
 

According to USAID staff, the YPO 
team presence conveyed a sense of com
mitment to high YPO standards of business acumen, 
energy and risk-taking.
 
These qualities of the YPO team constituted a significant aspect of entre
preneurial knowledge conveyed 
to host-country participants, judging from
 
the interview results. As noted above, the venture capital fund and the 
mixed investment workshop from which 
it grew had the unique aspect of
 
providing learning-by-doing for those participating.
 

Other parts of the YPO program had limited impact. The case study about a
 
U.S. 	investor 
looking for an Indonesian co-venturer was regarded by all
 
host-country attendees interviewed as general address their
too to 

specific enterprise developmen~t problems. In Jakarta, the informal dis
cussions after the 
case 	studies led to 
useful idea exchanges, particularly

in focusing on the cultural differences which make it difficult for 
Indonesian and American business people to establish joint enterprises. 
The 	 formal educational 
 programs outside Jakarta were less successful 
because of their short duration, logistical difficulties, and the fact 
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that many host-country participants required interpretation of the pre
sentations.
 

While not part of the Grant, it should be noted that the YPO, both during 
and after its program, made efforts to work with the USAID Mission on two 
possible educational activities: (i) placing Indonesians as interns in YPO 
member companies as part of USAID's Private Sector Development Projerct; 
and (ii)placing U.S. M.B.A. students in Indonesian management development
 
institutes to develop case studies and curricula. To date, neither of 
these educational prospects has reached fruition because no funding source 
has been found.
 

2. Exposure of Hoyt-country Entrepreneurs to the YPO Team
 

According to almost all 
those interviewed, exposure of host-country entre
preneurs to the YPO in Jakarta was quite good. Sessions were well 
attended by a broad base of more than 100 Indonesian business people. 
 The
 
Indonesia 
YPO Chapter and USAID succeeded in involving several key host
country business groups including the Chamber of Commerce, 
the Young

Businessmen's Association, a management training institute, the University 
of Indonesia, and the 
Indonesian Business Women's Association. A lack of
 
advance publicity and translation of materials reduced exposure of appro
priate Indonesians to 
the YPO outside Jakarta.
 

IV. MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT TASKS
 

A. Recruitment/Orientation 

1. Team Leader Target Country Awareness
 

The team leader was familiar with Indonesia and the constraints on con
ducting entrepreneurial activity there before his Phase visit.I He 
developed this knowledge further during 
the Phase I visit. The team
 
leader's Phase I Report reflected his sensitivity to the large gap between
 
U.S. and Indonesian business values and regulations.
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2. Team Members' Skill Match
 

Team members matched well with the lines of business identified in the 
Phase I visit. The team's range of skills included venture capital, 
management development, light manufacturing, handicrafts and agribusiness, 
all of which were related to Indonesian needs, according to USAID staff. 
The team had other very positive attributes, including an Indonesian 
speaker and two experienced business school lecturers.
 

Orientation for the team took place after its arrival in Indonesia. This 
brief orientation could 
not provide the team with sufficient background

knowledge to 
engage in specific entrepreneurial problem solving. Indonesia
 
is simply too large, too internally diverse and too different in business 
climate from the U.S. for such a brief orientation to be adequate. 

The team was effective in its Jakarta presentations, according to almost 
all host-country participants interviewed. The team was able to convey
its methods of solving business problems, but most participants did not 
believe these methods were relevant to their own situations. Finally, it 
was perhaps unavoidable that more than half the host-country participants 
were executives in businesses far smaller than the team members' own 
businesses. These Indonesian business executives stated that the team was 
addressing problems common to companies larger than theirs. 

Both USAIO staff and the team leader believed that the team conducted 
itself energetically and learned a great deal about business prospects in 
Indonesia as well as about the constraints on foreign investment or joint 
venturing there.
 

B. Planning Activities
 

1. Selection of Counterpart Organization 

The selection of the Indonesia YPO Chapter as the counterpart organization 
was appropriate and was accomplished in coordination with the USAID 
Mission. The YPO chapter was the organization best able to convey the 
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nature of the YPO organization to host-country nationals and was also thebest organization to facilitate individual team member follow-on after 
Phase II, some 
of which it has done.
 

The Indonesia YPO Chapter was and is 
a small organization of about a dozen
members with no administrative staff. As such, it was unable to carry out
all the logistical support required between the phases and during PhaseII. 	Much of this work fell to USAID Mission staff who responded well and
quickly, thereby paving the way for the Phase II visit.
 

2. Phase I Timing
 

Phase I timing was sufficient for the team leader to carry out the objec
tives of the 
planning visit. 
 This was only possible because of the team
leader's previous familiarity with Indonesia. Even so, the team leadersuggested that countryin a such as Indonesia with its large and diversebusiness community, additional staff assistance from at least one other 
person would have enhanced Phase I accomplishments.
 

The team leader also suggested that 
funding 
be made available 
for staff
work between the two phases. According to him, the YPO New York staff was
almost always fully occupied with other activities. This lack 
of staff
assistance led to certain difficulties noted by the USAID Mission. Forexample, USAID said 
the 
team leader's brochure describing the implementation program was excellent but arrived too late to be used outside Jakarta
or to attract the widest host-country audience in the capital. Both USAID
and many participants said they were not clear about the Phase II progran
agenda or objectives before the team's arrival. 

C. Implementation 

1. Effectiveness of Meeting Methods 

The management theory and practice seminars included a case study followed
by a question and 
answer period and panel 
discussions. 
 As stated above,the case study (see Exhibit II) was regarded by most participants and 
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USAID as too general 
to be applicable to specific entrepreneurial problem
 
solving in Indonesia. However, the case study presentations produced a 
side benefit by dividing participants into small groups. This allowed 
both the Indonesian participants and the YPO presenters to toget know 
each other and exchange ideas. The group panel 
discussions presented in
 
the afternoon of the day of the case studies also contributed to this 
process. USAID staff believed that this idea exchange would have had a 
more significant impact enterpriseon development had the management 
seminars been more than one day in length. Outside Jakarta, the manage
ment seminars were less effective because of lack of advance publicity and
 
translation difficulties, according to most interviewees.
 

The mixed investment workshop which led to the venture capital fund was 
held for one day at the start of the Phase II visit and reconvened for one
 
day at the end of the program. The Indonesian participants, some of whom 
were YPO chapter members, were heads of relatively large-scale businesses.
 
The YPO team, Indonesian participants and USAID staff all believed this 
effort was a useful 
learning experience about the constraints on founding
 
new enterprises in Indonesia even though it did not result in new enter
prise development.
 

The mixed investment workshop and the informal parts of the management 
seminars created trust and understanding between team members and partici
pants, leading to a network of new contacts which could result in future 
enterprise development.
 

2. Fulfillment of Grant Reporting Requirements
 

Both the Phase I and Phase II reports were submitted on time and contained
 
detailed analyses of all aspects of 
the program in Indonesia. The reports
 
also contained useful recommendations for future programs in other coun
tries.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
 

A. A.I.D. Pilot Activity 

The major accomplishments of the grant activity in Indonesia were idea and 
information exchanges, particularly about the constraints for foreign 
investors to 
establish businesses or make investments in Indonesia.
 
Indonesian participants learned U.S. methodsabout business and perspec
tives although it was difficult for the YPO team to convey the applica
bility of these methods and perspectives to host-country enterprise 
development. Any future project of this type in a large, diverse country 
like Indonesia should provide funding for 
more advance work to target

country-specific problems and for adequate team orientation. More than 
one implementation visit would be advisable, particularly if the program 
is to be presented effectively outside Jakarta. A working knowledge of 
the Indonesian language is also needed by at least some, and preferably 
all, of the expatriate participants in programs to be presented outside 
Jakarta. Informal parts of the program should be longer in order to 
foster the free idea exchanges and trust which would make both trans
mission of knowledge and joint enterprise development possible.
 

B. Planning Visit
 

The Phase I planning visit was successful and achieved its objectives. In
 
a country Indonesia itssuch as with large, diverse business community, 
the planning visit could be improved if conducted by more than one person.

In a future activity of this type, additional funding for work between the 
two phases is required for team orientation, preparation of country
specific educational materials, and in-country logistics.
 

C. YPO Implementation Program
 

The Phase II program provided good exposure of host-country entrepreneurs
 
to the YPO team. The mixed investment workshops project, small group 
sessions and 
 informal sessions were effective modes of information 
exchange. The objectives of the program were often not clear to host
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country participants, largely due to the lack of timely advance publicity. 
It could be said that the program fell short of meeting the objective of 
the Grant because it did not address specific problems of enterprise 
development in Indonesia. Implementation outside Jakarta was impeded by 
lack of advance publicity and language difficulties. In Jakarta the 
program conveyed knowledge of U.S. entrepreneurial methods to partici
pants, but not the relevance of these methods to the Indonesian business 
community.
 

D. YPO Team
 

The team represented a broad range of business interests applicable to 
Indonesia. 
 The team as a whole, however, did not have the desired optimal
 
background knowledge 
to engage in specific enterprise development problem
 
solving with host-country entrepreneurs. Host-country entrepreneurs with 
small businesses believed the 
team addressed issues relevant to businesses
 
larger than 
theirs. The team conducted itself energetically and adjusted 
quickly to problems arising during implementation. It provided advice on
 
other projects 
to the USAID Mission. Individual team members have
 
continued contacts with Indonesian entrepreneurs which may lead to future 
enterprise development.
 

E. The Indonesia YPO Chapter
 

The Indonesia YPO Chapter was 
the correct choice as counterpart organi
zation. 
 Other than acquiring a few different members, the YPO chapter was 
not affected by the grant. The YPO chapter assisted to the best of its 
ability in both phases of the program.
 

F. USAID
 

USAID/Indonesia believes that the 
YPO could be an excellent resource for
 
A.I.D.-funded enterprise development projects. However, the USAID staff
 
was uiiable to identify a specific use for the YPO on current projects nor 
could the evaluators. USAID Mission staff benefited from the YPO program 
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by meeting certain key 
members of the Indonesian business community.
 
Mission staff greatly assisted 
in overcoming logistical problems before
 
and during the implementation program.
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EXHIBIT I 

AID/YPO ENTREPRENEU11 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

PHASE II MISSION 

DAY-BY-DAY SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES 

No later than 
 Arrival'in Jakarta, Indonesia
Sunday, October 30 Tentative accommodations at the Jakarta Mandarin 
Ho tel.
 
Dinner'by the pool.

Tour of city available 
 for early arrivers. 

Monday, October 31 
 In-countr orientation of USA YPO team
 
Details to 
follow - Responsibility of US AID. 

Potential Resources 

Indonesian Government - Hoh ined Sadli -
Exec. Sec. KADIN 
Po lyw-ardana 
Habibi 
Sumarlin 

AID and AID Consultants - Bill Fuller -
Terry Myers 
Dick Silc
 
Alex Sumaraw 

U. S. Embassy Staff - Gus Kline -

Commercial Attache'
 

Others 
 - Nick Petroff -

Am Chain
 

Jim Castle, et al 
-
Data Resources
 

Harvey Goldstein -

RMI and Am Chain 

Supper with Jakarta YPO and da's articipants 
- hosted by Gus Kline
 

Tuesday, November 1 Mixed (USA/Indonesia) Private Investment 
Proiect - Phase I - Responsibility
 
Jakarta YPO 
- Mike Berolzheimer
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Wednesday, November 2 

and 


Thursday, November 3 

EHIBIT I 
(Continued)
 

Very brief initial: 

A) 	Presentation of 3-5 alternative investment 
possibilities. 

B) 	 Discussion of legal strategies of and 
requirements for mixed investment in Indo
nesia.
 

C) 	Discussion of the role of P. T. Bahana.
 

D) 	More detailed presentation and discussion 
of the 3-5 specific investment alterna
tives. 

Formal program ends by 4:00 PM to leave -u= .ur 
nap, swimming, shopping, etc. 

Management Theory and Methods Program: 
 a cross
cultural exosure.
 

Attendance:
 

This meeting will be open to as many as
 
100 Indonesian participants. Sources:
 
Jakarta YPO, Indonesian Management Association,
 
KADIN, HIPHI, LPPH, etc.
 

Purpose:
 

The program is designed to communicate American
 
management approaches to our Indonesian partic
ipants and Indonesian management approaches to 
USA 	YPO members.
 

Methods:
 

1) 	Case Study problems to be worked out in 
small groups (10 groups of 10 each) with 
answers being developed for (a) American 
approach; (b) Indonesian approach; and 
(c) pnssible new synthesis approach. 
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EXHIBIT I 
(Continued)
 

Friday, November 4 
Saturday, November 5 

Sunday, November 6 

Monday Morning 
November 7 


Tuesday Morning, 


November 8
 

Wednesday 


November 9
 

2) Presentations by Indonesian and U.S. execu
tivies.
 

3) Panel djscussions. 

Potential Resources: 

Harlan Bekti KADIN 
Roger Moboot 
Utomo of SGV 
Dr. Sartozo 

HIPMI 
Indonesian 
Am Cham 

Mgmt. Assoc. 

Jakarta YPO LPPM 
Habibi 

Fl7 to Bali - cultural orientation.: 
native dance, rest, shopping 

music, 

Accoo dations 

Bali Oberoi - on Kuda 
Tangesan Hyatt - on Sani 

Fly to Surabava - Arrangements by local KADIN, 
RIPMI and YPO.
 

Abbreviated 
management theory 
and practice

meeting (plus visits to 
local industries?)
 

F17 to Yogakarta - Reveat 
MondaT's Droeram
 

Return to Jakarta
 

Morninz free
 

Afternoon - Visits to Plants Otheror Business
Sites - probably in small groups according to 
area of business specialty.
 

Dinner with PERMIAS - association of Alumnae of
American Universities - Target Speakers: Ambassador Holdridge and William Fowler, Director AID 
Indonesia.
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Thursday, November 10 


Friday Morning, 

November li
 

Saturday, November 12 
Sunday, November 13 


(OPTIONAL) 


November 17 - 20 
(OE"IONAL) 

EXHIBIT I 
(Continued)
 

Mixed Private Investment Project - Phase II -

Continuation of Tuesday's. November 1, program: 

E) Resubmit feasible investment alternatives.
 

F) Selection of the best investment opportun
ity.
 

G) Development of business plan, method of 
operations, etc.
 

H) Develop typical investment agreements/in
struments.
 

Mission leader's birthday
 

Morning to be scheduled in Indonesia.
 

12:00 Noon -Luncheon/discussion with AID per
sonnel regarding future AID oro-
Rramming ties 
tQ present mission; 
critique of current mission. 

Supper 
 - Guest of Jakarta YPO
 

OFFICIAL END OF MISSION
 

Jakarta YPO members invite USA YPO members to 
island off Jakarta for weekend visit; snorkeling,
 
swimming, etc. available.
 

Bangkok Area Conference 
- A great chance to 
meet and get to know YPO members from Thailand 
and around the world and relate current mission 
to them.
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EXHIBIT II-SAMPLE CASE STUDY 

LT'ErZZ'-'rZIAL SE:T-:AFS 

2 - 8 November 1983 

TIT.N LDTLZR , IE. (TII) 

In early Nveer 1983, Mr. John Workmen had to decide an whether toestablish joint ventures for rraxnafact=ring sports equipment outside
of .the U.S. Mr. Wartnn uas the V.P. 
 of Inte_ticonal Ooerations ofTitan Industries, a conglcnerate of corporations with 1982 sales of$850 millicn U.S. In recent years, Titan had been finding that high

qualiy impoz-ts Z-n Korea,
market7 posit-icn. Taiwan, and Japan were tdenining Titan's 

Mr. Wor.lmn was specificially interested in Titan's Athletic Divisim,which currently manufactured both exerc.ise equipTent and athleticclothing. Me e-xrcise equipment ccnsisted of the traditional bar-bellsard weighats as well as th_ newly developed aerbic and "nauzilus" typesof hardware. The new ecuiiFent was manufactaed primarily from foredmetals, springs, wires, and cast iron weik.ts. Matting materials, mats,and benclhes were also included in this attractively designed product gzup. 

The athletic clothing line was irade. tu of jogging suits, shorts, varioustypes of socks, and light-weight windbreakers. Titan had developed acamlete line of light-Aeight athletic gear made of the most modern of
materials. 
 Titan did not yet manufacture athletic shoes or other gear. 

All of Titan's athletic products were of the highest quality. Cualitycontrol in manufacturing and in packaging was criticaf to the carpany's
im-age. Titan tri.ed to restrict its sales through carefully chosen top-of-the-line spec, alty stores andThe a few high quality departrent stores.Titan syrr ol on a ganent was cosidered to be a status synbol and

could cacrrand a higher price.
 

Mr. Workman had initially evaluated joint venture opportunities in thePhilippines, Hcng Kong, Taiwan and Singapcre. Potential long ter=instability of Hong Kong worked against that option. in April of 1983,a joint-venture had been apo-roved for the Phlippines: relatively cheaplabor, high quality workmanship, a very favorable business envirorment,and reliable and proven partners were all available. Titan's initialinvestments would be $250,000 U.S. for each facility. The PhiLippineGoverrnnt had agreed to a total local in=estment of $1 millian U.S.Moreover, the Philippine G vernment had offered. scan very attractivelong financing at low interest rates and significant tax benefits.However, when Benigno Aquino, Jr. was shot to death in August, Titan'sBoazd of Directors reversed its earlier decision and Mr. Workman wasforned to re-open his search.
 



EXHIBIT II (continued)
 

in June of 1983, .Mr. WbrJamn had learned through a business associatethat Indnesia might offer st.ong carpetiticn for Taiwan and Singapore.Howe%-er, he kned very little about indonesia; he had established saneclose friends in Sinaarore and in Taiw-an and had begun to learn hisway arorid in both =iaces. Fle w-as leaning strongly towards Singaporebecause of a murtit de of attractive incentives: low ccmparative labor
rates, a we-" k'n and wr!Wlhy 
 local par~r, proven high quality oflamr, gvn.nt subsidies totallirng $1.2 iillicn U.S., and veryrel-iable shipping service to the U.S. 

Wh-n Mr. WO-t4-,an arrid in jakazta cn Nov7rbr 1st, he received a telext he effe-t that '"Iitan's ot-,tial par!ers into Taiwan had just offereda free e vecu-i-e residence rear the propsed factory with rmrous otherpleasantries. T-e ne-x- day, Mr. Workman ;as scheduled to meet with bothL-dcnesian businessmen and goverrmp-1_t cfficials. In working up exportprojections, Y-r. Worlen estiruted $5 rnillicn U.S. of expocrts duringthe start-= year aad $20 millicn U.S. in the second year. If manufacturingProved c-etitive, the mnufactrinc would orobably be $35 million U.S.in the third year with 20% growth th_reafter. Titan projected that porticsof the third year nurnfacurng would be shiped to Euopean markets. 

As Mr. WoM n ntered his first neetings wi-th gove-_rent and businesscontacts, he was fee na tired -"-= the plane ride and had a very upsetstaiach. Fe had not enjoyed the rough f2-aht from Sigapore to Jakartaand was hcmina that the reet _ins -vuad be over with quickly. Havinglived in C icaqo all his life, the heat was beginning to bother him.
eep down, he hcped that Indcnesia 
had less to offer than Sincamore becausehe had persaially felt so cmfortable in doing business with his Singapcre
friends. 
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EXHIBIT I
 
(Continued)
 

2) Presentations by Indonesian and U.S. execu
tives.
 

3) Panel discussions.
 

Potential Resources:
 

Harlan Bekti KADIN
 
Roger Moboot HIPHI
 
Utomo of SGV Indonesian Mgmt. Assoc,
 
Dr. Sartozo Am Cham
 
Jakarta YPO LPPM
 
Habibi
 

Friday, November 4 
 Fl7 to Bali - cultural orientation: music,
 
Saturday, November 5 
 native dance, rest, shopning
 
Sunday, November 6
 

Accommodations
 

Bali Oberoi - on Kuda 
Tangesani- Hyatt - on Sani 

Monday Morning, 
 Fly to Surabava --Arrangements b7 local KADIN,
 
November 7 
 HIPHI and YPO.
 

Abbreviated rAanagement 
theory and practice
 
meeting (plus visits to 
local industries?)
 

Tuesday Morning, 
 Fly to Yovakarta - Repeat Monday's program 
November 8 

Wednesday 
 Return to Jakarta
 
November 9
 

Morning free
 

Afternoon - Visits to Plants or Other Business 
Sites - probably in small groups according to 
area of business specialty. 

Dinner with PERMIAS - association of Alumnae of 
American Universities - Target Speakers: Ambas
sador Holdridge and William Fowler, Director AID 
Indonesia.
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EXHIBIT I 
(Continued)
 

Thursday, November 10 
 Mixed Private Investment Project Phase II -


Continuation of Tuesday's, November 1. program:
 

E) 	Resubmit feasible inwvestraent alternatives. 

F) 	 Selection of the best investment opportun
i.Ly.
 

G) 	Development of business plan, method of
 
operations, etc.
 

H) 	 Develop typical investment agreements/in
struments.
 

Friday Morning, 
 Mission leader's birthday
 
November 11
 

Morning to be scheduled in Indonesia.
 

12:00 Noon - Luncheon/discussion with AID per
sonnel regarding future AID oro-
Aramming ties to ore,,eit mission;
 
critique of current mission.
 

Supper 
 - Guest of Jakarta YPO
 

OFFICIAL END OF MISSION
 

*., *, 

Saturday, November 12 
 Jakarta YPO members invite USA YPO members to
Sunday, November 13 
 island off Jakarta for weekend visit; snorkeling,

(OPTIONAL) swimming, etc. available. 

November 17 - 20 
 Bangkok Area Conference -
A great chance to
(OPTIONAL) 
 meet and get to know YPO members from Thailand 
and around the world and relate current mission 
to them.
 

(Page 4 of 4)
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EXHIBIT I1-SAMPLE CASE STUDY 

-qEnPp URIL, S[-IARS 

2 - 8 November 1983 

TITAN MIDLSTRIES, INC. (TII) 

In early November 1983, Mr. John Workan had to decide on whether toestablish joint ventures for rranufact7ring sports equipment outsideof .the U.S. Mr. Wor n was the V.P. of International Operations ofTitan IndustrJies, a congl~rerate of corporations with 1982 sales of$850 million U.S. In recent years, Titan had been finding that highquality irrcrts fra Korea, :aiwan, and Japan were uidermining Titan's 
market position.
 

Mr. Workman was specificially interested in Titan's Athletic Divisin..which currently manufactured both exercise emuipent and athleticclothing. The exercise equipment cnsisted of the traditional bar-bellsand weights as well as the newly developed aerobic and "nautilus" typesof hardware. The new equipment was manufactured pri-arily fro formed
metals, springs, wires, and cast iron weights. Matting materials, mats,and benches were also included in this attractively designed product group. 

The athletic clothing line was made up of jogging suits, shorts, varioustypes of socks, and light-weight wi-ndbreakers. Titan had developed acomplete line of light-weight athletic gear made of the most modern of
materials. 
 Titan did not yet manufactire athletic shoes or other gear. 

All of Titan's athletic products were of the highest quality. Qualitycontrol in manufacturing and in packaging was critical to the company's
image. 
 Titan trie± to restrict its sales throuch carefully chosen tpof-the-lie specialty stores and a few high quaiity department stores.
The Titan symbol on a ga-rnent was considered 
 to be a status symbol andcould c=vtid a higher price. 

Mr. Workman had initially ealuated joint venture opportunities in thePhilippines, Hng Kong, Taiwan and Singapncre. Potential long terninstability of Hong Kong worked against tat option. In April of 1983,a joint-venture had been approved for the Phlippines: relatively cheaplabor, high quality workmanship, a very favorable business enviorment,aZnd reliable and proven partners were all available. Titan's initialinvestments would be $250,000 U.S. for each facility. The PhilippineGovernment had agreed to a total local ixnestrent of $1 million U.S.Moreover, the Philippine Gnt had offered. same very attractivelong financing at low interest rates and significant tax benefits.However, when Benigno Aquino, Jr. was shot to death in August, Titan'sBoard of Directors reversed its earlier decision and Mr. Workman wasforced to re-open his search.
 



EXHIBIT II (continued)
 

Ln June of 1983, Mr. Workman had learned through a business associate

that Indonesia might offer strong carpetitin for Taiwan and Singapore.

However, he Jc'ed very little about Indonesia; he had established sane
 
close friends in Singapore and in Taiwan and had begun to learn his
 
way around in both places. He was leaning strongly towards Singapore

because of a mlitude of attractive incentives: low ccTarative labor
 
rates, a oell kmn ar wealthy local par--ier, proven high quality of

labr, governt subsidies totalling $1.2 millin U.S., and very

reliable shipping service to the U.S.
 

'?--nMr. Wbr3-n arrived in Jakara an Noevr 1st, he received a telex
 
to the effect t!at Titan's potential pareas in Taiwan had just offered
 
a free execuitive residence near the proposed factory with numerous other

pleasanries. Mhe next day, Mr. Wrkman was scheduled to meet with both

,Indonesian businessman and governt officials. In working up export
projections, Mr. WorJ6an estimated $5 million U.S. of exDrts during
the st-ar-t- year and $20 million U.S. in the second year. If manufacturinzg
proved ccramtitive, t e marnufacturing would PrCbahly be $35 million U.S. 
:.n the third year with 20% grow-th thereafter. Titan projected that portios
of the third year rranufacting wou.l be shipped to Dxopean markets. 

As Mr. Wodran entered his first meetings with g e=ent and business 
contacts, he was feeling tired fran the plane ride and had a very upset
stcaech. Fe had not enjoyed the rough flicht fran SingaDore to Jakarta 
and was hcpi-ng that the reetings would be over with quickly. Having
lived in Cdica-o all his life, the heat was beginning to bother him. 
Deep down, he hoped that indcnesia had less to offer than Sinraaore because
he had persoally felt so cirortable in doing business with his Singapor=e
friends. 
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SRI LANKA CASE STUDY
 



Appendix G
 

SRI LANKA CASE STUDY
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

The YPO program in Sri Lanka consisted of a joint vent-re workshop
 
featuring individual presentations by the YPO participants, a workshop on
 
management theory and practice, 
a roundtable meeting with local business
men, an evening presentation to America
the Friendship Society, three
 
on-site factory visits and a mini-joint venture workshop in Kandy. All
 
activities took place in Colombo with the exception of the Kandy workshop.
 

A YPO team leader performed the Phase I planning 
visit to Colombo, Sri
 
Lanka from October 14 to October 22, 1984. 
 A seven-member YPO team
 
conducted the Phase II implementation visit from May 12 to May 23, 1985.
 

I. METHODOLOGY AND CONSTRAINTS
 

The evaluators, accompanied 
by an A.I.D./Washington representative,
 
visited Colombo to assess the YPO's grant activities from November 18 to
 
November 24, 1986. 
 Ten Sri Lankan business people who had been involved
 
with the YPO program were interviewed during this field visit. 
Interviews
 
were 
also held with USAID Mission staff and U.S. 
Embassy economic and
 
commercial officers. The on YPO
files the program in Sri Lanka were
 
reviewed by the 
evaluators in A.I.D.-Washington and at the USAID Mission
 

in Colombo.
 

III. ACHIEVEMENT OF PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES
 

A. Entrepreneurial Activities
 

1. Entrepreneurial Activity Generated
 

Through interviews in Sri Lanka, the evaluators found that while good per
sonal relationships had been developed between YPO 
team members and some
 



host-country participants, no specific entrepreneurial business deals have
 
been generated by the program activities. 

Several efforts made by YPO team members to explore entrepreneurial ven
tures in Sri Lanka have not been successful to date. A joint venture 
construction project was discussed but not developed. A U.S. spice
 
company made follow-up contacts regarding spice imports to the U.S., but 
no agreements were reached. 
 A YPO member tried without success to find
 
locally manufactured handicrafts for her U.S. company to market. Other 
efforts at joint enterprise development are still ongoing on an informal, 
individual basis. There have been 
some follow-up trips taken by Sri
 
Lankans to the United States for visits with YPO members. A network of 
contacts has beenthus established that may lead to future joint business 
development.
 

Some host-country participants interviewed said they had expected the 
program to be more 
specifically investment-oriented and to 
provide a
 
mechanism for formal follow-up of joint venture opportunities. This 
mistaken impression can almost certainly be attributed to a lack of 
advance publicity about the objectives and scope of the program. 
As noted
 
earlier in this report, A.I.D.'s grant to 
the YPO does not provide funding

for follow-up activities. Accurding to YPO team members, including the 
team leader, concern about civil 
unrest also discouraged joint venture
 
development and other YPO investments in Sri Lanka. 

2. Status and Activity of Local Counterpart Organizations 

The Sri Lanka Business Development Centre (SLBDC) was selected as the 
counterpart organization at the USAID Mission's request. The SLBDC is a 
relatively new business group which is funded in part by the USAID
 
Mission. 
 According to USAID staff and representatives of other Sri Lankan
 
business associations, the SLBDC had limited administrative capability at 
the time the YPO program was carried out, but made every effort to assist 
the YPO. The SLBDC has since grown in size and capaoility, and would be 
better equipped to support such a program thantoday it was in mid-1985. 
USAID officials indicatedalso that the very process of serving as the 
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YPO's counterpart organization helped the SLBDC to strengthen its 
administrative capability and to develop broader contacts within the Sri 
Lankan business community, thus enhancing its capacity to facilitate 
future enterprise development.
 

A member of the YPO's New York staff visited Sri Lanka in early 1986 to 
discuss formation of a YPO chapter with local representatives. 
 Sri Lankan
 
entrepreneurs who were enthusiastic about the prospects of a YPO chapter 
told the evaluators that membership criteria and costs would have to be 
scaled to LankanSri standards before a chapter could be founded. No 
chapter had been established at the time of the evaluators' visit. 

B. Educational Activities
 

1. Transmission of Entrepreneurial Knowledge
 

Sri Lankan participants in the YPO program commented favorably about the 
backgrounds of the YPO team members. The team's presentations on inter
national marketing, packaging, and quality 
control were especially well
 
received. 
 More than half the interviewees felt the other presentations,
 
including the case studies utilized, were too general 
 in content. Some
 
participants interviewed 
 said they had hoped the YPO team would address 
such topics as finance, data processing, and exporting to 
the U.S.
 

2. Exposure of Local Entrepreneurs to the YPO Team
 

The YPO's Phase II team was the first delegation of its type to visit Sri 
Lanka. USAID staff and most of keythe host-country participants inter
viewed believed the program had had 
a positive impact by introducing
 
concepts for establishing U.S.-Sri Lanka 
joint ventures and by illus
trating new business techniques applicable in Sri Lanka. 
 The civil unrest
 
in Sri Lanka at the time of the YPO program inhibited exposure of a 
broader spectrum of host-country entrepreneurs to the YPO team. 
According
 
to the YPO team leader, the team sought to minimize advance publicity of 
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the Phase II visit due to the team leader's security concerns. Partici
pants interviewed were unanimous in their view that other key entre
preneurs would have participated had they had knowledge of the program.
 

Representatives of other possible counterpart organizations suggested that 
more Sri Lankan business people would have attended the program had their 
respective organizations been involved. These representatives expressed 
the opinion that their groups were better established administratively and 
had more business contacts than the SLBDC. As stated above, there were 
sound reasons for selecting the SLBDC as the counterpart group because of 
its USAID-funded involvement in new 
enterprise development. It is also
 
likely, given that the grant does not provide funding for work between the
 
two phases, that selection of additional counterpart groups would have 
compounded problems of agreeing on 
an agenda and organizing the program.
 

IV. MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT TASKS
 

A. Recruitment/Orientation
 

1. Team Leader Target Country Awareness
 

The team leader learned about the Sri Lanka business environment through 
background reading and talking to key host-country business people and 
USAID staff during his successful planning visit. It would 
not be
 
realistic to expect the team leader to become fully familiar with the 
constraints of conducting entrepreneurial activities in a business climate 
as complex as Sri Lanka's, based on this brief exposure to the situation. 
The team leader made efforts to convey his knowledge to Phase II team 
members, but most of these efforts occurred after the team arrived in Sri 
Lanka because of the team leader's busy schedule between phases. 

2. Team Members Skill Match
 

In the opinion of USAID staff and most host-country participants, the YPO 
team represented a broad mixture of business interests applicable to the 
Sri Lankan business climate. Team member business interests included 
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consulting engineering; manufacture 
 of electronics components; spice

processing and sales; manufacture, import and export of kitchen textiles; 
production of housewares; and import and export of handicrafts. These 
lines of business are appropriate for Sri Lanka. 

None of the 
team members had previously done business in Sri 


host-country participants believed that 

Lanka. Given 
their 

Lankan 

brief orientation, the 
business conditions as 

team 

well 

members showed 

as energy in 

high interest in Sri 
trying to learn about 

local business constraints. Most 
the team lacked adequate background knowledge about host-country business 
constraints 
such as labor laws, existing quality standards and the need
 
for more trained middle management. 
 In addition to good line-of-business 
matching, this country-specific knowledge 
is a prerequisite for problem

solving and enterprise development. USAID staff also reported that the 
team was not always coordinated in its efforts, theprobably again due to 
brief period available for orientation.
 

The evaluators interviewed three Sri Lankan entrepreneurs who had recently
founded new businesses. 
 These individuals said the 
team members' business
 
skills and concerns were in areas applicable to businesses too large to 
be
 
relevant to their own enterprise development problems. 

B. Planning Activities 

1. Selection of Counterpart Organization 

The SLBOC was an appropriate counterpart organization, selected at the 
USAID Mission's request. 
As noted above, the SLBDC was 
not the largest or
 
best-established business development organization in Sri Lanka at the 
time, but it 
was already closely involved in 
new enterprise development in
 
connection with other A.I.D.-funded projects. 
 USAID staff indicated that
the SLBDC benefited from acting as the YPO counterpart by making Srinew 
Lankan business contacts and by upgrading its administrative capacity to 
manage business education programs. 



For its part, the SLBDC expressed disappointment that the YPO wanted no 
advance publicity of the program because of security concerns. The 
security concerns were those of the team leader. 
 The evaluators cannot in
 
retrospect assess the real extent of the security risk perceived in 1984. 
Without publicity or announcement of the program specifics, attendees had 
to be drawn from limited SLBDC contacts and those of a local business 
club. The 
SLBDC had hoped to receive the agenda, YPO information, and
 
resumes of the team members well in advance of the program, but this did 
not occur.
 

During Phase I, the team leader met with a number of other host-country 
business groups and associations. These organizations, which included the
 
local Rotaries with their very large business memberships, and the 
Chambers of Commerce, one of which has strong administrative capability, 
were not asked to participate in the YPO program because of the team 
leader's decision to use only one counterpart organization. One of the 
consequences was lack participation in the program by manya of young 
entrepreneurs who have frommight benefited it. It is not clear that 
these groups' participation could have been managed effectively, given the 
lack of grant funding for work between the two phases.
 

2. Phase I Timing
 

The Phase I visit by the team leader lasted one week. 
 According to USAID 
staff, the Phase I visit was well-planned and executed. The team leader 
became acquainted with the business environment and with the appropriate 
people to develop an effective program, to the extent possible for a per
son with no prior business experience in Sri Lanka. As noted in Section 
IV.A. above, a considerably longer orientation process is necessary for a
 
person with no prior country experience to acquire meaningful knowledge of
 
specific entrepreneurial constraints in a country as large and culturally 
different from the U.S. 
as Sri Lanka. The grant does not provide funding
 
for this type of orientation.
 

It is noteworthy that six months elapsed between Phase I and Phase II, a 
longer time period than specified in the grant. 
 This time lapse may have
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contributed to a lack of coordination between twothe phases when combined 
with the lack of grant funding for such work. The result was that 
momentum was lost and the high expectations created by the Phase I visit 
were not met in implement.tion. according to host-country persons familiar
 
with both phases.
 

C. Implementation
 

1. Effectiveness of Meeting Methods
 

According to participants interviewed, the most effective elements of the 
YPO program in Sri Lanka were the roundtable discussion and the management 
theory and practice seminar. The business roundtable benefited from the 
fact that all host-country participants already knew each other. The 
meeting was moderated by a Sri Lankan, who generated stimulating and 
thoughtful comments from both sides. This informal exchange of ideas 
through free-flowing conversation allowed both 
team members and Sri Lankan
 
participants to overcome their different cultural and business experi
ences, establish mutual trust, and find specific areas of common interest 
applicable to enterprise development in Sri Lanka. 
The management seminar
 
succeeded because the subjects selected 
-- packaging, export marketing and
 
quality control -- were relevant to host-country participants' current 
problems in expanding their businesses.
 

The case method technique was remembered by most participants as novel but 
lacking in meaningful substance. The 
cases, which according to the YPO
 
report were revised after the team's arrival, were short and very general.
 
One case was about a U.S. investor looking for a Sri 
Lankan joint venture
 
partner, and the other dealt with the reverse situation in which a Sri 
Lankan sought an appropriate foreign investor for 
business expansion.
 
The latter case study is attached as Exhibit I. 

All host-country attendees interviewed agreed that the least effective 
meeting was 
the American Business Circle attended by senior Sri Lankan 
businessmen. The YPO team apparently had not been well briefed on the 
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composition of the audience and its interests. This was confirmed in the 
YPO Phase II report. 

2. Fulfillment of Grant Reporting Requirements
 

The Phase I report was submitted three weeks after the Phase I visit. 
The
 
Phase II report was submitted five months after the 
implementation of the
 
program in Sri Lanka. Both reports contained detailed comments on the 
activities undertaken as well as the conclusions of the team leader on the 
results obtained. 

V. CONCLUSIONS
 

A. A.I.D. Pilot Activity
 

The YPO's grant activity in Sri Lanka gave experienced U.S. and local 
entrepreneurs the chance to meet and share ideas that could lead to joint
business endeavors. The concept of the program was endorsed by repre
sentatives of the Sri Lankan business community and by the USAID Mission. 
In discussions with both groups, comments were made that future programs 
of this type could be even more successful if funding were available to 
further coordinate the planning visit with the implementation visit, and 
to more 
fully brief the team implementing Phase II.
 

B. Planning Visit 

The Phase I visit was well planned and executed. The team leader made key
 
business and government contacts 
in Sri Lanka. It would not have been
 
possible for theeven most sincere and energetic team members to become 
adequately familiar Sriwith Lanka's complex entrepreneurial constraints 
without a much more elaborate and expensive orientation program.
 

C. YPO Implementation Program 

Those parts of the formal program which dealt with subjects specifically 
relevant to host-country enterprise development problems, such the
as 
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management theory and practice seminar, were successful. Informal ses
sions were also successful in providing both 
YPO and Sri Lankan partici
pants the opportunity to freely exchange ideas and identify shared 
concerns. Due to 
lack of funding for work between the 
two phases and lack
 
of advance publicity, participants were not fully informed of what to 
expect from the implementation phase.
 

D. YPO
 

The program gave Sri Lankan 
business people exposure to successful U.S.
 
entrepreneurs, and program
some 
 events 
 left favorable impressions.
 
Funding for formal 
follow-up of business prospects is not provided for in
 
the grant, but links nevertheless were established on an individual basis.
 

Many Sri Lankan participants managed companies far smaller than those of 
the YPO team. The smaller entrepreneurs interviewed reported that the 
implementation program 
only addressed the problems of larger-scale
 
businesses.
 

E. Sri Lanka Business Development Centre
 

While the SLBDC may not have been fully equipped to handle the local 
logistics required for the program, it benefited from its role as counter
part organization by acquiring new administrative skills and making new 
contacts in the Sri 
Lankan business community.
 

F. USAID
 

The USAID Mission staff selected the SLBDC as the counterpart organization 
because of the SLBDC's integration in other aspects of the Mission's 
country program for private enterprise development. The evaluators believe
 
the choice of the SLBDC was correct. 
Since the SLBDC was a relatively new
 
organization, Mission staff knew that acting as the counterpart organiza
tion would be in part a learning experience for the SLBDC, requiring some
 
assistance from Mission staff 
to organize and accomplish the YPO program.
 
This Mission assistance was provided and the SLBDC did benefit as innoted 
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Section V.E. As to the Phase II program, USAID Mission representatives, 
while acknowledging that the results of the YPO program had been limited, 
indicated that little more could have been expected from a visit of such 
brief duration.
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EXHIBIT I
 

9-385-001
 

S. FERNANDO AND SONS
 

CONSIDERATIONS OF A JOINT VENTURE
 

In May, 1985, Mr T. Fernando was very 
interested
in expanding 
 his company, 
S. Fernando
especially in and Sons (SFS),
the area of exports. The Sri 
Lankan government
had recently offered 
incentives 
to companies
exports; which increased
moreover, Mr Fernando felt that it would be
to export and create patriotic
to new jobs. SFS 
was located near
Colombo, and 
 manufactured 
small electrical 
 fixtures,
lighting fixtures some
and components,

SFS employed about 

and other products.
80 semi-skilled workers;
was 95. total employment
had been started
SFS by Mr Fernando's father
in 1965 
and had grown modestly over

Sr. was now 67 

these years; Mr Fernando
and liked to come into the shop 
and to
help build thp dies, tools 
and fixtures for 
new products;
he also glanced over the accounting books each morning.
 

Mr T. Fernando 
had heard that
existed many opportunities
in working with foreign companies 
in export marketing,
in capital infusion, 
and in technology transfer.
specifically interested He was

in manufacturing 
 Plectrical 
 or
electroni: products and felt that there were more possibilities
in using plastic raw materials, 
such as polyvinyl-chlorides
(PVC). 
 Since plastics 
were often a by-product
refineries, of petroleum
Mr Fernando 
was wondering 
 in which countries
he might find a partner who


supply 
would provide adequate capital,
raw materials, market the 
 Sri 
 Lankan manufactured
parts abroad 
 and transfer 
 the appropriate 
 technology.
 

In talking with his
friends, they 
younger brothers and family
all felt 
 that there 
were many opportunities
with business people


whom exported plastics 
in the U.K. and Germany, both of
and chemical 
raw materials. 
 They
also thought 
about a few companies they knew
and from France
Italy but were a little concerned about 
language barriers.
Some close family friends had gone
with an American textile company 

into a joint venture
 
in 1983 and things
going very well - were


the strong upward movement of the
dollar during the U.S.
past few years had made things go even
more 
smoothly than expected.
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Mr Fernando was aware that any
had to be approved by the joint venture
 
(GCEC) 

Greater Colombo Economic Commission
or by the Sri Lankan Foreign Investment Advisory
Committee 
 (FIAC) depending 
on the area of operation
whether 
the product is exclusively and
 
for export and wondered
where he should start. 
 I;= , he contacted the British,
German 
and U.S. embassies for advice.
commercial officer In each case, the
asked Mr Fernando many,
What kind many questions:
of a joint venture partner 
was he looking for?
How large a partner? A private company or
-h.rdcompany? Wh-a-attributes a publicly


should the potential partner
have? 

of the 

Who would supply any required capital? What percentage
business 
wererthey willing-to
investor? sell to a foreign
Did SFS hage a-BU-hesipi' 
n-to show to potential
partners? Could he take 
a trip to visit a potential partner?
Each embassy felt confident that they 
could locate a good

partner.
 

Many questions 
 were ringing in Mr
head as he Fernando's
returned home 
from the U.S. Embassy on the
morning of May 14th; he had 
arranged to 
have a round table
discussion 
with his father and his 
 two brothers. As he
drove home, 
he wondered if maybe it would be 
 easier if
11 siaiply -o r d wiJh an established
they were already in trading company -Colombo and probably knew all of
the answers.
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Appendix H
 

JAMAICA CASE STUDY
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

The YPO's grant activity in Jamaica consisted of two programs: a business
 
investment program, and a business education program which was supported
in part by a separate grant from the USAID Mission. Both programs grew 
out of the Phase I planning visits made by the team leader for the busi
ness investment program in December 1983 and again in April 
1984.
 

The Phase II business investment program was conducted in Kingston from 
October 7 to October 11, 1984 aby nine-member YPO Theteam. program 
consisted of a business seminar at which each YPO member made a brief 
formal presentation, an informal "square" table meeting covering four 
industry sectors, and a series of appointments with Jamaican entrepreneurs 
to share points of view and discuss possible business ventures.
 

The supplemental 
 Phase II business education implementation visit was
 
carried out from November 13 to November 16, 1984 by YPO teama of four 
U.S. business educators. The program included a series of panel 
dis
cussions, formal presentations by key Jamaican participants, field visits 
to selected educational institutions, and a summary session at the end for
 
all participants. A follow-up business education seminar was held in 
Kingston on November 20, 1985. The seminar team consisted of two 
educators and was led by a YPO staff director from the New York office. 

II. METHODOLOGY AND CONSTRAINTS
 

The evaluators visited Kingston from December 8 to December 14, 1986 to 
assess the effectiveness of the YPO programs. The evaluators interviewed 
16 Jamaican business people and educators who had been involved in the YPO
 
programs. Interviews were also 
conducted with 
USAID Mission staff and
 
U.S. Embassy commercial and economic officers. The files on the YPO 
programs in Jamaica were reviewed at A.I.D./Washington and at the USAID 
Mission by the evaluation team. 



The evaluators faced certain constraints in carrying out the program 
assessments. 
 Because two years had elapsed since the programs took place,
 
many of those interviewed had difficulty recalling the details of program 
components, or could not remember them at all. Another constraint was the 
absence of a complete list of Jamaican participants in the programs, which 
could have enabled the evaluators to make more advance appointments. As 
it turned out, a number of key participants contacted by the evaluators 
once in Jamaica were not able to make time available on short notice to be 
interviewed. 

III. ACHIEVEMENT OF PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES (Business Investment Program)
 

A. Entrepreneurial Activities
 

1. Entrepreneurial Activity Generated 

The evaluators found that tangible entrepreneurial activity had been 
generated by the YPO business investment program in Jamaica in the form of 
several 'Section 807' projects. Under Section 807 of U.S.the Tariff 
Code, no duties are assessed on textiles and semi-finished garments which
 
are exported for sewing and assembly in Jamaica, and then re-exported to
 
the United States.
 

The projects included a small contract, now completed, for the assembly of
 
insulated garments, and an ongoing joint venture project between UNITEX in
 
the United States and Satisfaction Garments in Jamaica to manufacture 
ladies' outerwear for export. 
The joint venture involves an investment of
 
US$100,000 and employs about 100 people. Satisfaction Garments also 
received a Section 807 contract for sewing skirts.
 

Certain other efforts made by YPO team members to develop business ties 
with Jamaican entrepreneurs were not successful. One teamYPO member 
explored the possibility of manufacturing furniture frames in Jamaica, but
 
found it would be too costly. Another was interested in manufacturing 
specialty candles. The candle manufacturing proposal reached the stage of 
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follow-up meetings in the U.S., but eventually stalled because the
 
Jamaican manufacturers 
 could not obtain needed technical assistance. A
 
third team member was interested in manufacturing medical alarm equipment
 
in Jamaica, 
 but this did not prove feasible. 

Many of the participants interviewed, while pleased with the business
 
relationships that had resulted from the program, said they hoped
had for
 
still more 
 tangible results. A few commented that they had expected more 
follow-up from the program activities.
 

2. Status and Activity of Local Counterpart Organizations 

One counterpart organization for the YPO programs was the Jamaica National
 
Investment Promotion, Ltd. (JNIP), a very 
 active government-sponsored 
organization charged with 
 promoting foreign business investment in
 
Jamaica. Based on interviews there, the evaluators found the JNIP to 
be a
 
well managed organization with capable staff. 

The other counterpart organization used the YPOby was the Private Sector
 
Organization of Jamaica 
 (PSOJ). The Executive Director of PSOJ said that
 
use of the PSOJ by the YPO was important because of its 300 company 
membership. PSOJ is a growing organization which has come to play an
 
increasingly important role 
 in coordinating private sector accivities. 

B. Educational Activities 

1. Transmission of Entrepreneurial Knowledge
 

Judging from the interview responses, the YPO team members for the busi
ness investment program succeeded in conveying to host-country partici
pants some sense of the constraints of transacting inbusiness Jamaica, 
largely through the example of their personal experiences rather than 
through formal presentations. Seven of the Jamaicans interviewed
 
expressed the feeling that the YPO team members had not madebeen aware 
that their audience preferred discussions on the technical aspects of new 
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business concepts and 
 management techniques 
 to lectures on general
 
business development and management principles.
 

2. Exposure of Entrepreneurs to YPO Team
 

All program participants interviewed believed that they had gained from 
the exposure to the YPO, although some 
gained more than others. They

suggested that improved pre-meeting coordination could have produced a 
larger audience that was more broadly representative of Jamaican business 
interests. Representatives of the two counterpart organizations said 
that, with a greater amount of advance information from the YPO on team 
composition and agenda, they could have arranged for such participation.
 

IV. MANAGEMENT OF PROJECT TASKS (Business Investment Program)
 

A. Recruitment/Orientation 

1. Team Leader Target Country Awareness
 

Based on a review of Phase I reports and on interviews with concerned 
parties in Jamaica, the evaluators feel that the team leader was well 
briefed 
by the JNIP, PSOJ, host-country business people and USAID staff
 
during his Phase I planning visits. 
 In most cases, however, because of
 
other business responsibilities between Phase I and Phase II, the team 
leader was able to transfer what he had learned from these visits to the 
team members only after the team had arrived in Kingston to implement 
Phase II activities. 

The team leader's performance during meetings 
in Jamaica was described by
 
some local 
participants as dynamic and stimulating, although a few partic
ipants stated that he seemed to be selling his services rather than 
seeking opportunities for local 
investment. Three interviewees commented
 
that the team leader appeared to lack a genuine understanding of Jamaican 
business needs for starting new business investments. 
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B. Team Member Skill Match
 

The businesses represented by the YPO team members included public rela
tions, hotel management, garment manufacturing (3), synthetic yarn manu
facturing, 
retail housewares, 
and health care electronics. 
 Two local
 
businessmen who attended the program suggested in interviews that the team 
would have been more closely matched to Jamaican interests and needs if it 
had included additional representatives of light manufacturing industries 
apart from textiles. 

C. Planning Activities 

1. Selection of Counterpart Organization
 

that both 

The evaluators were told in interviews that the selection of the two 
counterpart organizations, JNIP and PSOJ, was an appropriate one that the 
USAID Mission had approved. It appeared to the evaluators 
organizations possess greater administrative capability than was utilized 
by the YPO. Representatives of both organizations felt they could have 
improved local participation in the program had earlier and more complete 
YPO input been available to them.
 

2. Phase I Timing
 

The two Phase I visits spanned a total period of about 10 days. USAID 
staff stated that the team leader was given every opportunit.y to meet 
appropriate local officials and business people, and 
to become adequately

acquainted with the local business environment to plan the Phase II 
programs.
 

Interviewees who had been involved in the Phase I planning visits were
almost unanimous in stating that these visits could have been more effec
tive if the infcrmation acquired about the 
target audience and the
 
Jamaican investment environment had been 
more widely reflected in Phase II
 
implementation. 
 The fact that it could have been due to limited coor
dination between the busy team leader and the team members, a problem 
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which should be addressed specifically in any future activity of this 
type. 

D. Implementation
 

I. Effectiveness of Meeting Methods
 

The aspect of the program recalled most favorably by the interviewees was 
the roundtable meetings. These meetings, and questionthe and answer 
sessions 
which folluwed them, received praise 
for their informality as
 
well as for their industry orientation which permitted participants to 
focus on specific industry problems.
 

Based on the 
interview findings, the program's formal 
presentations
 
contained little information that was of interest to the participants 
except when the team members described their individual backgrounds. 
These descriptions helped attendees to 
identify spec-ric YPO members with 
whom they might share common interests. haveThe case studies seemed to 

left little impression. It was difficult to find host-country partici
pants who remembered them sufficiently to comment.
 

The business investment program was unique in that the team members stayed 
guests in the homes of Jamaican businessmen.
as 

This created some logis
tical problems, but gave the team the opportunity to gain a better under
standing of Jamaican culture, 
and alsu gave the Jamaican hosts a chance to 
learn from their YPO guests, their criteria and requirements for investing
 
in Jamaica.
 

2. Fulfillment of Reporting Requirements
 

The team leader made Phase Itwo planning visits to Jamaica. The first 
visit, in December 1983, was reported in a letter to the Bureau for 
Private Enterprise on January 5, 1984. The second visit, in late April
1984, was reported in Synopsisa of Objectives and Implementation Steps, 
dated June 13, 1984.
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Interviews with A.I.U./Washington staff and review A.I.D.of filesindicate that the team leader did not submit a final report on the Phase 
II program.
 

V. BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM
 

A. Achievement of Objectives and Management of Project Tasks
 

Jamaica was the 
 only country where the YPO conducted a business education 
program separate from its business investment program. 
The purpose of the
program was to assist host-country educators in developing a coordinated
business education plan for Jamaica. A team of four YPO business educa
tors implemented the first part of the program from November 13 toNovember 16, 1984. 
 Senior members of various Jamaican education institutions were Drought together for three days of meetings with the YPO team,
during which the Jamaican participants were able to air their businesseducation problems and elicit suggestions from YPO team members on 
how to 
deal with them. Participants interviewed felt that the YPO had helped thegroup to realize that its focus was to achieve not only sound management
education, but also successful management performance. The outcome ofthis session was the formation of Councila for Management Development
(Business Council) comprised of senior representatives of all majorbusiness education institutions in Jamaica. All Jamaican educators 
interviewed agreed that the YPO had made a major contribution in helpingthem to lay out a plan and establish objectives for achieving their goal

of unifying business 
education interests in Jamaica. Based on the favorable comments offered 
by host-country participants, this round of meetings

appears to the evaluators to have been one 
 of the most successful aspectsof the YPO's grant activity in Jamaica. One unique aspect of this program,which probably contributed to its success, was the use of formal presentations by each host-country participant on his or her areas of concern.
These presentations gave the YPO panel a clear picture of the problems
faced by Jamaican business educators. 

The Business Council 
was officially launched 
in May 1985. A YPO seminar
 
on marketing had been scheduled by the Council to coincide with its 
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inauguration, but had beto canceled because the timing conflicted withthe annual exposition of the Jamaican Exporters Association (JEA). Theseminar was rescheduled for November 20, 1985 and took place on that datewith financial 
support from a separate USAID grant. 
 A representative of

YPO's New York office staffthe and two outside educators conducted theseminar, which was attended by approximately 40 Jamaican business leaders.Judging from interviews with those involved, the seminar did not meet theexpectations of the Jamaican participants. The Business Council wantedthe session to stimulate the participants and sharpen their skills in 4-5disciplines. 
 All participants interviewed reported that the presentation

was too elementary for the audience. No further YPO activity has been 
requested.
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS
 

A. A.I.D. Pilot Program
 

The business investment program and 
the business education program 
were
both viewed favorably by those Jamaican participants who were interviewed.
Nevertheless, 
 from discussions 
 with participants in the investment
 program, it was clear to the evaluators that future programs of this typewould benefit from better coordination of the planning visit with the 
implementation visit. 

B. Planning Visit
 

The team leader came into contact with a wide range of key Jamaican
business and government leaders during his 
Phase I visits. The two
counterpart organizations possessed considerable organizational and administrative skills. The expectations generated theby planning visits werenot entirely met by the business investment program. This duewas inlarge measure theto team members' lack of detailed briefing prior to
their arrival 
in Jamaica for implementation. 
This lack of activity

between the phases is attributable to the fact that the team leader andteam members were all active businessmen who could not spare the time fordetailed pre-implementation briefings. This constraint would have been 
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resolved only in part had there been grant funding for activities between 
the phases. Such funding might have 
helped by partially compensating the
 
team leader for time lost on his own business activities, and by allowing 
the YPO New York staff to support the team leader's briefing activities 
more fully.
 

C. Business Investment Program 

The business investment program produced more 
tangible results than have
 
occurred to date in the other target countries. These tangible results 
could lead to other joint enterprise development activities in the future.
 
An additional outcome of the program was the formation of a new YPO 
chapter in Jamaica in 1986. 

D. Business Education Programs
 

The first component of the business education program was clearly a 
success. 
 The YPO team of four U.S. business educators appears to have 
been well matched to the needs of the participants. The Jamaican partici
pants were knowledgeable, senior-level 
officials, each of whom made formal 
presentations. The well-planned field visits and the dynamic informal 
exchanges that took place among all participants creditedwere with 
assisting the Jamaicans to focus on appropriate objectives and to produce 
a plan for coordinating and 
enhancing business education. The second
 
component of the program appears to 
have been less effective in addressing
 
the needs of Jamaican business educators.
 

E. YPO
 

The YPO was able to show that it has much to offer in stimulating entre
preneu, ial activity through programs which are focused on topics of 
interest to local entrepreneurs.
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F. USAID
 

The USAID Mission worked hard for the success of the programs. USAID 
representatives interviewed felt the grant objectives were still valid 
provided that future implementation focused on areas of local concern and 
on inclusion of team members with specific investment interests in 
Jama i ca. 
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ABRIDGED CASE STUDIES OF COUNTRIES
 
NOT VISITED
 

I. METHODOLOGY AND CONSTRAINTS
 

The YPO evaluation work order did not call for the evaluators to visit 
Thailand and Nepal for interviews. The evaluators' planned visit to Kenya
 
was not possible. 
The review of YPO programs in those three countries was 
limited to interviews with available YPO team members and A.I.D.
 
Washington personnel. 
 File data available at A.I.D./Washington pertinent
 
to the YPO activities in all 
three countries was also reviewed. Question
naires, cabled USAIDto Missions, were prepared by the evaluators to be 
answered by host-country participants in each country not visited by the 
evaluators. 
 These questionnaires could only be distributed in Kenya.
 

Observations and limited conclusions on the activities in each country are 
summarized below. They are based on secondary data and must be regarded 
as tentative based on the limited information available to the evaluators. 

II. KENYA CASE STUDY
 

The YPO conducted two programs 
in Kenya under the grant. The first
 
prograai held in the fall 
of 1984 is the subject of this review. A second
 
program was held in November 1986, but the had
evaluators insufficient
 

information to review this program.
 

The team leader conducted the Phase I planning visit from May 4-18, 1984. 
A six-member YPO 
team was in Nairobi from September 20 - October 5, 1984 
for Phase II. 



The program consisted of seminars 
held in Nairobi at the University of
 
Nairobi, the Investment Advisory & Promotion Centre, and the Kenya 
National Chamber of Commerce. In addition, there were a number of factory
 
visits and numerous informal 
discussions with representatives of host
country business groups.
 

The major entrepreneurial activity generated has been a project to manu
facture small tractors in Kenya, for which A.I.D. may fund a credit 
facility. The YPO team also advised Kenyans on other projects and, in 
some cases, has maintained contact with them. 

A majority of the YPO team said in exit interviews after the program and 
in telephone interviews with the evaluators that they had made a contri
bution by transmitting entrepreneurial knowledge. 
 The formal YPO seminars
 
were well attended attendees The YPO 

presentations 


(about 60 each). team members made 
at the seminars on various business topics ranging from
 

planning to 
identifying the traits of a successful entrepreneur.
 

Some of the planned presentations had to be modified after the team's 
arrival 
since many of the attendees were business people whose businesses
 
were just starting, requiring a different approach for some of the planned

presentations. For instance, 
a planned talk on problem-solving was
 
changed to one on establishing joint ventures. In addition, YPO team mem
bers responded with specific suggestions for solutions to a variety of 
business problems described by host-country entrepreneurs.
 

During the planning visit the team leader met Phase I objectives through
his cortacts with the host-country business community and USAID staff. The 
Phase I visit lasted two weeks which was longer than usual. The team 
leader met local
numerous officials, business leaders, 
and appropriate
 
USAID staff and embassy officials. The team leader conveyed his Phase 
findings to team members in conversations before their arrival in Nairobi 
for Phase II. Each team member was also provided with advance written 
information on 
the Kenyan business environment.
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The YPO Phase II team represented a cross-section of business interests 
that was suited to maily host-country business interests, such as agri
business, communications, and manufacturing. 
 In addition, all the YPO
 
team members were entrepreneurs 
 who had founded their own businesses.
 
The team had 
 skills in a variety of relevant business functions so they 
were able to address a broad range of Kenyan business queries.
 

The indigenous counterpart organization used was the Investment Advisory
 
and Promotion Centre. Its Managing Director worked closely with the YPO
 
team leader and team during Phases I and II and played an important role 
in the success of the program. In addition, cooperation from USAID and
 
embassy officials contributed to prcgram success.
 

The most successful events in the program as 
reported by YPO team members
 
were the seminars where American business practices were reviewed. Round
table discussions were held some towith host-country participants learn 
about their specific problems and elicit guidance and suggestions from the
 
YPO team members. The planned visits 
to factory sites also provided the
 
opportunity for useful dialogue 
 between the YPO and host-country entre
preneurs on Kenyan business needs.
 

The evaluators prepared questionnaires for attendees of the two YPO 
programs. These were sent to 43 withattendees the assistance of the 
USAID Mission. Responses were received from five who attended the first
 
program, including one USAID representative and an Embassy commercial 
officer. Comments on the first program supported other interviews and 
reports reviewed by the evaluators. The program had been well 
organized
 
and presented. The YPO team was knowledgeable and their presentations
 
were generally understood and useful. 
 The three host-country respondents
 
felt the program had met their expectations and that they had learned 
useful techniques. The USAID respondent did not agree. 
 The host-country
 
respondents reported having made new Kenyan contacts at the meetings and 
each had follow-up contacts with at least one ofmember the YPO team. 

According to the information available to the evaluators from YPO team 
members, YPO reports and the questionnaires, the first Kenya 
program
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contributed to increasing 
the business knowledge and understanding of the
 
host-country business managers who attended. The planning visit, though
 
longer than usual, laid the foundation for a well orchestrated program.
While the implementation program had to 
 be adapted for indigenous
 
audiences in Nairobi, 
the seminars as presented were well received 
by

host-country attendees as a good beginning in teaching and sharing entre
preneurial experience. One entrepreneurial project resulted to manu
facture small tractors, and ongoing YPO-Kenyan contacts may lead to other 
enterprise development.
 

Based on information available the evaluators, YPOto the team was effec
tive in transmitting entrepreneurial 
knowledge and built considerable
 
goodwill with host-country participants. One YPO team member learned some
 
Swahili for the trip. The USAID Mission contributed to the program's 
success, and believed the results were worthwhile. 
 These favorable
 
results led to 
the second program held in November 1986.
 

III. THAILAND CASE STUDY
 

The team leader visited Bangkok for the Phase I planning visit from June 
27 to July 10, 1983. A five-member YPO team conducted the Phase II
 
implementation visit in Thailand from March 15 to March 23, 1984.
 

The planned YPO program consisted of four principal components: a three
day seminar for chief executives in conjunction with Thailand Management 
Association (TMA) to be held in Pattaya; an evening public lecture in 
Bangkok on American management sponsored by 
the American University Alumni
 
Association (AUA); one-half seminara day in Bangkok for professors of 
business administration and company training officers; and one-day visits 
to outlying cities for seminars with host-country professors on management
 
of Thai companies.
 

The USAID Mission in Bangkok cabled concerns about the planned management

development seminars to Washington before the Phase I visit (see Appendix 
J). Their observations included:
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o Management seminars would 
be useful only if designed to address
 
specific management/technology problems confronting executives in
 
Thailand and if carefully planned and carried out;
 

o The initially proposed level of YPO effort to identify key 
management/technology problems appeared to be inadequate; 

o Prior knowledge of the Thai private sector was critical to accom
plish Phase I properly.
 

In addition, the cable suggested that success of the planned YPO training 
would depend on knowledge and practical experience of team members, and 
that the background of team members and their reputations would largely 
determine the number of participants. 

The qualified assessment by the USAID Mission 
in Bangkok following the YPO
 
implementation program was that the YPO did an excellent job. 

As USAID reported, success of the implementation program required the Thai 
YPO Chapter's support. The YPO Chapter was active in supporting the YPO 
implementation program, but when 
brochures for the implementation program
 
were received listing the Indonesian YPO Chapter as a sponsor, the Thai YPO
 
Chapter's support stopped, so USAID was required to fill the gap. 

The principal planned event was a formal program in Pattaya, a resort 
outside of Bangkok. The YPO team of five had an audience of only 12, so it 
was only marginally useful. The public seminar at AUA was attended by 90 
aid succeeded because of the skills and attitude of the YPO team and the 
lively informal presentations. 
 A later session for 30 business professors
 
and company trainers was also enthusiastically received. The final event, 
one-day field programs organized by the Siam Commercial Bank in Khon Kaen,
 
Chiang Mai, and Nakhon SI Thammarat, had a total of 128 participants, and 
seemed successful.
 



The USAID Mission further commented on YPO implementation activities while 
this study was being conducted (see Appendix J). They reported the major
problem with the YPO's Phase II implementation program was that the plan
ninq was not timely, and that the information on the agenda and YPO team 
members arrived late. 

Based on limited information available theto evaluators on the Thailand 
YPO program it seems 
that the YPO team made a generally good impression and
 
provided stimulating sessions, but that improved planning, coordination, 
and advance publicity for the key events would have attracted a larger 
audience of senior Thai entrepreneurs.
 

IV. NEPAL CASE STUDY
 

The team leader conducted the Phase I mission in August 1985. At that 
time, the U.S. Embassy raised doubts about the viability of a YPO Phase II 
program because natureof of the private sector in Nepal and other policy 
and political considerations. 

The Phase II mission was approved by A.I.D./Washington in May 1986. 
 The
 
Phase II mission was held from September 18 to September 24, 1986 with four 
YPO members and three non-member participants. The originally planned YPO
 
team was to be comprised of seven YPO members, but three could not partici
pate because of other business engagements. 

The Phase II program was designed to foster business development concepts, 
and was to consist of a business plan development segment and 
a business
 
management training semina '. 

An interview with a YPO team member indicated that the results of the 
program were limited because of the small business base in Nepal. Three 
entrepreneurial activities begun during the Phase II program are ongoing. 
YPO members dre advising a textile yarn spinning mill and a state-owned 
leather tannings operation on methods and opportunities for marketing in 
the United States. A YPO member is also providing technical advice to 
Nepalese business people on starting Nepal's 
first two-color printing
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facility. The host-country business people were primarily interested in 
advice on doing business witn the United States. 

Since the YPO team was small compared to other YPO implementation teams, 
and the host-country audience was relatively small, the presentations were 
mostly informal. There 
were no formal seminars, and the few formal
 
presentations that were 
tried lacked any effective interchange so they were
 
not continued. The informal sessions involved 15 business project pians
prepared ahead of time by the host-country participants, with one YPO 
member discussing each plan with its authors.
 

There was no local counterpart organization, so the YPO used a team of 
three company presidents. The Phase II implementation visit was originally
 
organized according to the Phase I plan, but the planned agendas were 
completely revised after arrival. 

The most effective meeting methods thewere one-on-one sessions in which 
YPO team members engaged in effective exchanges with the host-'Ountry 
participants on management principles. This was useful to the partici
pating business people and contributed to their understanding of how to 
develop a business plan, and how to operate a business more successfully.
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JNIP
 
'maica National Investment Promotion Limited 

310 ROAO. KINGSTON 5. IAMAICA. TELEP4ONE: Ilqj S2V719 5. 9214217. 921423.35.92-AO 
'X am C.S.O. TELiX rn2 JANIPO, LA. 

January 21, 1987
 

Mr. D. Black 
Director
 
Checchi & Company 
1730 Rhode island Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 
U.S.A.
 

Dear Mr. Black, 

As a foLlow-up to your visit to Jamaica in December, 1986, we
 
have tried contacting a number of persons whose companies did not
 
derive any benefit from the Young Presidents Organization's mission
 
to Jamaica in October, 1984.
 

To date, we have only received responses from the followina:

a) Mr. David Chin of Davon Corporation
 
b) Mr. Prem Chadeesingh of Regent Manufacturing
 
c) Mr. Lloyd Samuels of Ruel Samuels Mfg. Ltd.
 

All three gentlemen have indicated that they gained nothing from
 
the mission and even had difficulty recalling such a mission. They have
 
therefore been unable to suggest reasons why they might not have 
benefitted from this exercise.
 

If we can be of further assistance to you, please do not hesitate
 
to call on us.
 

With best wishes for 1987. 

Yours sincerely,
 

Carol A. Rose (Mrs.) 
Manager, Missions & Seminars Unit
 
International Operations Division
 

Directors:
 
Hon. Carlton Alexander. O.J. a V. Corrine McLarty, CO. a Eion Beckford . Dr. Paul Chen.Young 9 Oliver Clarke . Roy Collister i Godfrey Over. C D
 
Charles H. Johnston a Winston Mahfood, C.. a Deanna McFarlane a Ron Sasso. CO.. Or David Wildish, C.O. 
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~"" SUJECT:. PROPOSED MlAY !935 YPO 111540t1 TO SRI LANKA A- A' A 

(PHASE' 11): AID rIRANT No, OTR 02017G S5 2291 09 ''A~ AA'A
 

l1IS~I~r~~ EIAS4HAV PE'IE'dEO SAFT"'HA.E I 

'''
 

REPORT AND REQUEST CLARIFICATICN FROM1 YPO
PRE' AuII OF " a''" A A' 

A AAFOLLOVING POINTS: A A '' '2 ~ A~, A~''' . ' 'AJ ~ ' ' 

'AA A. OF P'ROPOSED 3 DAY PROGRAMi, ONLLY 4 1/2 OAYS AAA 
-I "'AAL ~ Al-,~A 

APPEAR TO SE OCSIGUED IOR BEIZF IT OF- .11 L/IIAN 
" '''l~'A~ "2 

CSA'A
EPRENEURS WHI CH, BASED ON L UR REVIEW.OF tUBJECt-


AA PAIT,' SHOULD BEASOLE - URPO £E OF'YPOTEAfi VISIT,
 

EMIiASSY-COMM~ERCIAL 
 SECTIO N IJN6FRSTOOO THAT YPO PROGRAM S AA'A'AA/
 

't'" PRIMiARY FOCUS WOULD BEAON 
 ASSISTI.NG SRI'LANKA?: FIRMS ''' ~AA I' j~
 
TO IflPROVE:TAACK RECORDO ONl 
 REALIZI11r, JOIN7 VENTURES I 

' ' 
A4'AWITHAAFOREI,&N, AND'ESPECIALLY U.SA COMiPANIES. WHAT ISA A A AAA ''' '''A Al ",A A AA''AIAA,/f. 

PURPOSE, 'FCR EXAMPLE,AOF UL'L" DAY HALF 'OAY,.ACH N'AH ' 

AA-A4'AIA.
 

l DA'AA'AYA
4: AND-DAY 3) AFOR YPO TEAM TOfflFET' .UOTE AT THE I AA ,A'A'A lA""'A A"4'A:~)''A
 
A REQUEST.OF ATHE AID/YPO MIS.IONPARTICIPAIITS WITH' 
 A AA A
 

A3jIAPPROPRIATE 
 PRIVATE FIRMS, OR GOVERNMIENT INSTAITUTIONS A A ' 'A ~ A AA ' IA'A~"/A A'lA44AtA. 

~IATA .A WH~ K IND OF LONGER-TERII LINKAGES, AEERE AO AINAI 
 A A II~A A,.'A
 

'A''AP;1POSAL, CAN IEiAAN7TICIPATEO 
 Al3 ARESULT OF TYPO M1ISSION~ A, 'AAAAA t U ~ '~A. 'A 'AAAA~AAAA~ 

1 HAVE OCCURREDANITHEAHERE?, 1A fL L ClICER-TERM, LINKAGE!
4 A - A AA'A 


A'A A''A'OTHIER1 ! ARTICIPATIN5,COUNTRIES 4L AAl
AAND HAVE ANY- RETUIRNA ' A UA A ' A AA A ~ fAf
 

YOVISITS TAKEN 
 AAPLACE"'?" 
 A 

C.AAA AA AINACONCRETE TERMS,-' WHAT YPO' EXPECTDOES MISSION ,
 

TA .ACCOIPLISNEDz3Y 
 1:0OFAPROPOSED 3 OAY VISIT? ' A' A'"A<AA.AA AAAA'' 

A EIA'A WAT PROGRESS CANiOEIEXPECTED, IN MEETINIG SRI, LANIIA, '4'SPE'C~IFICPKIVATE SECTOP AA A'4fPROBLE1 S/NEEDS IDENITIFIEDODURING' I AAAAAAHl''"""l ''ASE I? '"'A A 'A AAAAAAA A~PHA A, W ONOER /I F -PH ASE II ISSI~ON MIGHTNOT PROVE A
 
M'ORE EFECTIV SI COIICENTRATING 
 ONiTWO OR THREE PROPLEIIM'A-"" AA AI A' ~.A~4A4 ,'" -
AREAS AT~ MO:T,AA'AAA -AAAA'A A.2l AA< AA -4A" ' A'A '"'" A A'«' A A A 
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SUBJECT: YPO - ADVANCE VISIT OF 
TEAM rHAIRMtAN JON GREEN 


1. AS DISCUSSED D;RING RECENT SHAPLEIGH TOY IN AID/W 

AND BY TELECON(,THE YOUNG PRESIDENTS ORGANIZATION (YPO) 

IS NOWREADYTO PLAN ITS PRE-FUNOED TEAMVISIT TO :RI 

LANKA. CHAIRMAN OF YPO :RI 'ANKA TEAM, JON GREEN,
 
PROPUSES TO ARRIVE COLC BO OCTOBER 15 rOR 
APPROXIMATELY
 
ONE 4EE4 TO CARRY OUT INITIAL RECONNAISSANCE FCR A TEAM
 
VISIT. JON SREEN REUESTS ^ OUR MCRNIN SESSION
 
OCTCOEZ IS WITH JSAIO S;APLEISH ;OR MUTUAL BRIEFING AND
 
USAID ADVICE 
AND 4OULO APPRECIATE ASSISTANCE IN MAKING
 
INITIAL CONTACTS WITH APPROPRIATE PRIVATE ENTREPRENEURS.
 

2. PRE'S GRANT F;NDS TRAVEL AND PER DIEM FOR fPO TO
 
CARRY ^UT THEIR 
STAI:OAD SHORT-TERM ENTREPR-NEURIAL
 
TRAINING PROGRAM !N FIVE PRE TARGET COUNTRIES. THE
 
O JECTIVE IS TO U;E 
THE PROVEN U.S. ENTREPRENEURIAL
 
RESOURCE UNICUELY QUALIFIED IN START-UP OF SMALL
 
BUSINESS VENTURES T ASSIST THEIR INDIGENOUS
 
ENTREPRENEURIAL COUNTERPARTS. 
 CUSTOMIZED YPO TEAMS HAVE
 
CARRIED OUT MOST ;UCCESSFUL TRAINING VISITS IN INDONESIA
 

(OV. 19111 AND THAILAND UIARCH 1984). TEAMS ARE
 
VISITING KENYA fSEPT. 19841 AND JAMAICA 
(OCT. 1984). SRI
 
LANKA IS TARGrT COUNTRY PROGRAMMED FOR POSSIBLE 5TH
 
COUNTRY TEAM VISIT.
 

3. YPO PROJECT WAS INTENTIONALLY DESIGNED IN TWO STEPS
 
TO MINIMIZE THE IMPLEMENTATION BURDEN ON USAID AND
 

EMBASSY PERSONNEL.
 

THE STAGE I ADVANCE VISIT IS CHARGED WITH DEVELOPING A
 
MEANINGFUL PRACTICAL PROGRAM THAT SIMLTANEO;SLY MEETS
 
THE NEEDS OF THE U.S. MISSION, YPO, AND THE INDIGENOUS
 
ENTREPRENEURIAL 
CLASS, WHO RE 3Y DEFINITION IN THE SMALL 
AND MEDIUM BUSINESS RANGE. IF INVESTIGATION IDENTIFIES 
AREAS/ISSUES THAT COULD aE EFFECTIVELY ADDRESSED BY YPO'S 
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF TALENTS AND CONTACTS, THE ADVANCE
 
TEAM PROCEEDS TO TAILOR-DESIGN A PROGRAM FOR THE COUNTRY
 
FOR PHASE II AND DETERIINES THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO
 
CARRY OUT THE PROGRAM (LECTURE, CASE-3TUDY ANALYSIS,
 
ROUND-TABLE OISC;SDIONS, ONE-ON-ONE FACTCRY SITE 
VISITS
 
ETC.). COOPERATING CLOSELY WITH USAID, THE ADVANCE TEAM
 
ALSO IDENTIFIES A LOCAL PRIVATE CO-SPONSORING ENTITY(S
 
AND POTENTIAL PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS INCLUDING THOSE FOR
 
IMOM PLANT VISI.TS WOULD BE HELPFUL.
 

STATE 2M0799 3774 aRl3J3 AI6:E 
UPON RETURN TO THE U.S., THE ADVANCE TEAM CHAIRMAN 
RECRUITS FROM U.S. YPO MEMBERCHIP THE COUNTRY-SPECIFIC
 
EXPERTISE INDICATED FOR PHASE 
2. TEAM COMPOSITION AND
 
PROGRAM ARE FINALIZED WITH U:AID AND PRE APPROVAL. AGAIN
 

TO KEEP THE BURDEN ON THE U.S. MISSION TO A MINIMUM THE
 
GRANT INCLUDES SOME LOGISTICAL S;PPORT FUNDS FOR YPO USE

DURING THE PHASE 
II TEAM VISIT IF NECESSARY.
 

A. GREEN ALSO SERVED AS THE CHAIRMAN OF THE :UCCESSFUL
 
YPO INDONESIA TEAM. BASED CN THAT EXPERIENCE, HE
 
REQUESTS THREE :ESSIO.S THROUGHOUT THE wEEK WITH
 
SHAPLEIGW AND COMMERCIAL OFFICER AND FINAL DEPARTURE
 
BRIEFING SESSION WITH IISSION DIRECTOR FULLER TO ENSURE
 
TEAM DESIGN IS FULLY RESPONSIVE TO J:AIO AND COUNTRY
 

NEEDS, AND THAT ALL AREn' TUALLY ;V ACCORD WITH PROGRAM 
CONCEPT. *MISSIONS AND VPO AVE FGUND 
IT MUTUALLY
 

BENEFICIAL 
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE ENTREE OPP^RTUNItIES
 
UNICUELY AVAILABLE TO EACH. :NE DESIRED RESULT OF TEAM
 
VISIT IS THE PRO;OTION OF AN I OIGENOIS YPO TYPE
 
ORGANIZATIO!I IN COUNTR:ES VISITED.
 

5. WE APPRECIATE VERY MUCH ANY ASSISTANCE YOU CAN GIVE
 
TO JON GREEN. CONTACT OFFICER 
FOR YPO TEAMS IN PFE/PPR
 
IS ANDREAMOHN. PLEASE CABLE CONC;RRENCE TO GREEN'S
 

VISIT AND ADVISE SHOULD 
YOU NEED ANY FURTHER
 
INFORMATION. GREEN AVAILABLE FOR WEER OF OCTOBER 22 
IF 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 15 NOT PREFEPRED. SHULTZ 

UNCLASSIFIED Y.)
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sueJ: #oILLIAM CASSELL, YOUNG PRESIDENT'S ORGANIZAT:CN
 

REF: STATE 150897
 

1. MR. CASSELL DEPARTED. BANGKOK ON JULY L9 AFTER WHAT
 
WAS APPARENTLV A VERY SUCCESSFUL PLANNING VISIT 9:R
 
FUTURE YPO AC7:V:7:E=. mIS YPO CONTACTS 4NO zpEvrc.JsLY
 
KNOWN FRIENDS PROVIDED ENTRE TO MANY KEY PUBLIC AND
 
PRIVATE SECTCR INDIVIDUALS. :N CARRYING OUT 4IS WORK
 
MR. CASSELL WAS THCROUGH AND SELF-SUFFICIENT AND NEEDED
 
NO ASSISTANCE FRCM USAID. AT THE SAME TIME HE KEPT US
 
FULLY :NFORMeD CF HIS ACTIVITIES AND NELCZMED CUR
 
VIEWS. HE wAS ALSC *ELL RECEIVED BY KEY INOIV:OUALS IN
 
THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF CCMMERCE. WE LOOK FORWARD TO
 
WORKING WITH HIM DURING HIS NEXT VISIT.
 

2. MR. CASSELL PLANS TO PETURN TO SANG'CK 0/A JANUARY 
18 WITM 8 AMERICAN YOUNG PQESIDENTS WHO WCULD JOIN WITH 
*THE THAI MANAGEMENT ASECC:AT:oN AND THE SMALL v=O GROUP 
HERE (15 ACTIVE MEMBERS) :N PUTTING ON A SEMINAR IN 
FATTAYL FOR _BCUT 25 HMAr =R:VArE SECTC =q=S1ODNr5 
THE THEME CF THE SEMINAR IS TENTATIVELY CUOTE THE ROLE 
CF THE PRES:ZENT UNQUOTE. THE USYPO GROUP WOJL THEN 
PUT CN A ONE DAY SEMINAR lN BANGKOK FOR BUSINESS
 
PROFESSORS AND :NOUSTRY TRAINING PEOPLE AND WOULD
 
FOLLOW THAT WITH ONE DAY SEMINARS BY TWO YPO PEOPLE
 
EACH IN PHCN .AEN. CHIANG MAI. AND SCNGKHLA. AT OUR
 
REQUEST CONS:DERATION IS BEING GIVEN TO EXPANO THE
 
PROGRAM IN RURAL AREAS, TO INCLUDE POTENTIAL
 
ENTREMRENEURS AS WELL. AS THOSE ALREADY SUCCESSFUL. AND
 
TO :NCLUCE THAI PRES:DENTS IN THE GRCUP THAT NILL
 
PRESENT THE PURAL SEMINARS. DEAN
 

UNCLASSIFIED
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